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hellion will lose its power.
I.OYAI.TY NOT DEPEKLKNT ON COLOR.
It will be hamDoes loyally depend upon color? I« it the 1 strong.
PANIC AMONG MASTERS.
skin or the heart which is consulted ? Do you
ask the color of a benefactor. As I listen to
That such a panic would ensue is attested
people who higgle on the question how to by the concurring testimony of Southern men,
treat Africans who arc all ready to come to
in other days—especially in those remarkable
our rescue. 1 am reminded of that famous inwords of John Randolph, that the fire-bell of
cident where the Emperor of Austria, driven
Richmond does not toll at midnight, without
back by the Turks, 100,000 strong, and bethe mother clasping her infant to the breast,
in
which
was
at
the
fearful
that the slaves had risen. It is attested
of
Vienna,
sieged
point
also by the actual condition of things when
surrtmder, was saved by the gallant Sokieski,
of Poland. The Emperor, big with imperial
John Brown entered Virginia: as pictured in
pride, thought chiefly of his own supereminent tile familiar words:
He captured Harper's Ferry
position—as a pro-slavery Democrat thinks of
his—and hesitated how to receive the Polish
With his nineteen men so few.
And
lie frightened Old
monarch, who was only a king, when one of
Virginity
Till she trembled through and through.
his counselors said to him. “Sire, receive him
as the saviour of
OBJECTIONS TO APPEALS TO SLAVES.
your capital.” But the Emperor hardly gave to his benefactor more than
We are told that such an appeal will offend
a cold salute, and we are now asked to imithe Border States, and that, in this moment of
tate this stolid ingratitude.
trial, we must do as they tell us. It is of course
THE AFRICAN RACE.
slave-masters who speak for the Border States;
and permit me to say. such persons, continuing
Wherever I turn in this war i And the Afrito swear by slavery, are not
can.
If you ask for strategy, 1 know nothing
competent witnesses with regard to it.
better than that of the slave Robert Small.—
Believeing in slavery,
wedded to slavery, they are as incompetent to
w ho brought the rebel steamer Planter, with
its armament, out of Charleston, and surrentestily w hen it is in question, as husband and
wife are incompetent to testify for each other.
dered it to our Commodore as a prize of war.
Just in proportion as we have followed them
If you ask for successful courage, I know noththus far we have been misled, and we shall
ing better than that of the African Tillman,
continue to be misled so long as we follow
who rose upon a rebel prize crew, and overcoming them, carried the ship into New York. them. Their influence has been perpetual paIf you a«k for heroism, you will And it in that
ralysis. Nobody can counsel safely at this
moment who adheres to slavery as the origin
nameless African, on board the Pawnee, who,
and tuain-spring of the rebellion.
Put hot
while passing shell from the magazine, lost
both liia legs by a ball, but still holding the
your trust in slave-masters; do not harken to
their promises; do not follow their counsels.
shell, cries out—“pass up the shell
never
Such is the plain lesson of English history—of
mind me; my time is up.” And if you ask
French history—of Dutch history—of every
for fldelity, you will find it in that slave, also
country which has dealt with this question;
without a name, who pointed out the road of
Russian history at this very moment;
safety to the harassed, retreating army of the aye,of
and such also is the positive caution of English
ami it
ci
iivc
me
inn
cl-itormaii
desire for freedom, you w ill find it in the little slave girl, journeying North, whom Banks
OFFICERS WII.L FLING DOWN ARMS.
took on his cannon.
Another objection to this appeal is that ofCONSTITUTIONAL COWER.
ficers in our army will fling down their arms.
It is said that all appeal to the slaves
Very well. Let the traitors fling down their
is unconstitutional; and it is openly assumarms: the sooner the better.
They are uned that rebels who make war on the Conworthy to ls-ar arms, and should be delivered
stitution are not, like other public enemies,
up to the hissing and execration of mankind.
But I will not dishonor officers, with the combeyond its protection. But why this peculiar tenderness whenever slavery is in quesmission of the United States, by such an imtion ?
Battalions may be shot down, and
putation on their loyalty or common sense. As
property may he taken without due process officers they must know their duty too well,
of law, but slavery must not be touched.
I and, as intelligent men, they must know that
The ancient Egyptians, when conquered, sub- i the slaves are calculated to be their best and
mitted easily to the loss of lite and prop- ! surest allies.
erty ; hut when a Roman soldier happened
“side issue."
to kill a cat in the streets, they rose on
Another objection is that slavery is a “side
him and tore him limb from limb, and the exI issue,” which must not be touched until the
citement was so violent that the generals
war is ended.
But these wise objectors forget
overlooked the outrage for fear of insurrection.
that it is precisely in order to end the war that
Slavery is our sacred cat. which cannot be ;
is to be touched, and that when they
tou died without fear of insurrection.
Sir, 1 slavery this
effort, they make a “side issue” in
am tired ami disgusted at
hearing the .Consti- oppose
behalf ot slavery, calculated to weaken the Natution perpetually invoked for slavery. Actional arm.
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COMMUNICATIONS.
.Speechof lion.Charles Sumner.
Below

extracts from the

give copious
speech of Mr. Sumner, delivered in Faneuil
Hall, OcL 6th. The speech occupied over two
hours in delivery, and it would fill at least
eight or ten columns of our paper: of course
wc can give only extracts, but these shall be
the most characteristic portions. Near the introduction, referring undoubtedly to the “no
party" movement to be the next day inaugurated, be very felicitously said:
Surely this is no time for the strife of party.
Its jealousies and antipathies are now more
than ever irrational. Its clamors of opposiwe

tion are now more than ever unpatriotic. Unhappily there are some to whom its hitter, unforgiving temper has liecome so controlling,
that even at tins moment they would rattier
enlist to put down a political enemy than to
put down the rebel enemy of our country;
they would rather hang Henry Wilson or John
A. Andrew than hang Jeflcrrsnn Davis or Robert Toombs. Such persons, with all their sweltered venom, are to be found here in Massachusetts. Assuming the badge of “no party,”
they are ready for any party, new or old, by
which their predjudices may be gratified, thus
verifying the pungent words of Col. Benton:
“Wherever you will show me a man with the
words “no party” in his mouth, I will show
you a mail that figures at the head or dangles
at the tail of the most iuveterate party that
ever existed."
Of course, such persons cannot be expected to take part in a meeting like
the present, whicli seeks to unite rather than
to divide, while it rallies ail to the support of
the President and of that policy of freedom
whicli he lias proclaimed.

I

]
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j

Thank God, that I live to enjoy this day! I
Thank God that my eyes have not closed
without seeinu this ereat salvation. The skies
are brighter and the air is purer, now that
slavery has been handed over to judgment.
By the proclamation of the President, all
persons held as slaves Jan 1st, 1803, within
any State or designated part of a State, the
whereof shall then he in rebellion
people the
United States, shall he then, thenceagainst
forward and forever free; and the Executive
!
Government of the United States, including
the military and naval authority thereof, will
I
recognise and maintain the freedom of such
and
will
do
no
or
act
acts
to
persons,
repress I
such persons or any of them in any efforts
they may make for their actual freedom. But
beyond these most effective words, which do
not go into operation before the new year,
there are other words of immediate operation,
constituting a present Edict of Emancipation.
For myself I accept the proclamation without note or comment.
It is enough for me
that in the exercise of the war power, it struck
at the origin and main-spring of this rebellion,
for 1 have never concealed the conviction that
It mattered little where we struck slavery, pro- I
vided only that we stsuck it siucirely and in
earnest.

|
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portion of the speech which

is devoted to a defence of the
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official
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SPEAKS NOT AS AN ABOLITIONIST.

Not
man;
claim

forget

as

abolitionist,

anti-slavery
not even as a philanthropist, if I may
that honored name, do 1 now speak. 1
au

not

as

iui

for the moment all the unutterable
wrong of slavery and all the transcendent :
blessings of freedom; for they do not belong
to this argument. 1 think only of my country,
menaced by rebellion, and ask how it shall be
saved. But I have no policy—no theory—no
resolutions to support; nothing which I will
not gladly abandon if you will show inc anything better.
what is the object of the war? This
question is often asked, and the object is not
candid.
It is sometimes said tbat it is
always
to abolish slavery. Here is a mistake or a misrepresentation. It is sometimes said in flash
language, that the object is "the Constitution
as it is," and the Union as it was.”
Here is
another mistake or misrepresentation, which
is more offensive, when it is known that by
"the Constitution as it is” Is meant simply the
right to hold and hunt slaves; and by “the
Union as it was” is meant those halcyon days
of pro-slavery democracy when the bnliot-box
was destroyed in
Kansas; when freedom ol
debate was menaced in the Senate, and when
chains were put upon the Boston Court House.
Not for any of these tilings is this war waged.
Not to abolish slavery; or to establish slavery;
but simply to put down the rebellion. But
this question occurs; how can the object he
best accomplished ?

[The

now

utter

impossibility of peaceable

■if inn is finmnnetralorl_f huf

separ-

mmne.illon no.nl.1

involve interminable war and

chaos, and that
subjugation of, or submission to, rebellion, are
the only alternatives remaining.]
QUALITY OF OUII TROOPS.

Armies and men we have the rarest quality.
Better never entered a field, or kept step to
drum-beat.
Intelligent and patriotic, they
have left pleasant homes in order to offer themselves, if need be, tor their country. They
no common

bindings, mere food for powder, but generous citizens, who have determined that their country shall be saved. Aw ay
in camp, or battle, or
hospital, let them not lie
forgotten. But better than gratitude even, we
owe them the
protection which comes from
good Generals, and courageous counsels. Oh,
God! Let them not be led to useless slaughter like sheep, and let them not be
compelled
to take the hazard of death, from climate and
as
well
as
from ball and bayexposure,
onet, without giving them at once all the allies which can Im rallied to their
support. In
the name of humanity, and for the sake of victory, I make this appeal. But the loyal everywhere are allies to the soldier.
are

ii•'rv

mm
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SLAVE INSURRECTION.

Another objection has its origin in pity, that
1 the reliels
may be saved from a slave insurrecI tion. God forbid that I should fail in my duty
of humanity or tenderness even; but I know
no principle of war or of reason,
by which our
rebels should be saved Irom the natural consedo 1 hesitate to say, that in a ease of freedom
of
their
own
conduct.
all such nicety is unconstitutional. The ConWhen thev
quences
rose against a paternal government,
stitution is not mean, stingy and pettifogging,
they set
but il is open-handed, liberal andjust, inclining i the example of insurrection, which has carried
always iu favor of freedom, and enabling the death to many firesides. They cannot coingovernment in time of war, not only to exer- ! plain if their slaves, w ith better reason, follow
But tiiis whole objection proceeds on a
cise any of the rights of .war, including the ; it.
mistaken idea of the Airiean slave. The story
rights of slaves, hut also to confer any largess
of
St.
or bounty, it may be of money, or better still
Domingo so often quoted against him,
testifies to his humanity. It was only when
of freedom, for service* rendered. I do not
dwell now on the unanswerable argument by
Napoleon, in an evil hour, sought to re-enslave
him. that those scenes of blood occurred which
which John Quincy Adams has placed this
exhibit less the cruelty of the slave than the
Whatever may be
power beyond question.
atrocious purposes of the white man. The Afthe provisions of the Constitution for the prorican is not cruel, vindictive or harsh; but
tection of the citizens, they are inapplicable to
what is done against a public enemy. The
gentle, forgiving and kind. Such is authentic
law of an Italian city prohibited the letting of
history; nor does it appear, when the slaves
left their masters, on the appeal of the British I
blood under penalty of death; but this was
held not to apply to the surgeon, who opened
commanders, during our revolution, that they
were guilty of any excess.
It is true that laa vein to save the lile of a
citizen. In war
l>or was disorganized and the whole communithere is no constitutional limit to the activity
of the executive, except the emergency. The
ty weakened; and this is what we seek to aceomplish in our rebel States.
safety of the people is the highest law. There
is no blow which the President can strike,—
SLAVES WILL OVERFLOW NORTH.
there is nothing he can do against the rebelAnd yet one more objection is sometimes adlion wiiieh is not constitutional. Only inaeadvanced. It is said that an appeal to the
uwu van in. uiivvMisvitiii/iuiiui.
slaves will cause them to overflow into the
North, where they will compete with other laHISTORIC PRECEDENTS.
bor. This ill-considered aud trivial objection
Search the writers on the law of nations, anil
subordinates the suppression of the rebellion
you will find an ap|x?al to the slaves justified.
to a question of labor, when to a candid obSearch history, whether in ancient or modern
ji is uuai
uiiii nu simi
question can
times,and you will find it justified by examples.
arise. There is no danger of any such overIn our revolutions the appeal was made by
flow into the North. It is precisely the presthree different British commanders
Lord
sure of slavery, and not the license of
freedom,
Dunmore, Sir Henry Clinton, and Lord Corn- that now
causes the overflow that occurs.
If
wallis. I do not stop for details. That this
were removed, the Africans would
go
appeal was not unsuccessful is evident from slavery
back instead of coining here.
the language of Washington with regard to
SUCCESS ONLY THROUGH EMANCIPATION.
Dunmore, of whom he said: “His strength
will increase as a snow ball by rolling, anil fasHut, fellow-citizens, I shall not leave the arter, if some expedient cannot lx? hit upon to
gument at this stage. It is not enough to show
convince the slaves and servants of the impothat slaves can render us
important assistance,
tency of his designs.” That such an appeal
by labor, by information or by arms, and that
would be proper is admitted by Jefferson
there is no reasonable objection to
calling
while describing his owu individual losses from | upon them with other
loyi lists in support of
Cornwallis; “He destroyed all my growing I the Union. The case is stronger still. Hi/Acrop* and tobacco; he burned all my barns, , out the aid of the stares this true cannot he
containing the same article* of last year; hav- I ended successfully. Their alliance is, thereing tlrst taken what corn he wanted, he used,
fore, a necessity. In making this assertion, I
ax tens to be
expected, all my stock of cattle, know well the resfionsibility I assume; nor do
sheep and hogs lor the sustenance of his army, 1 assume it lightly. Hut the time has come j
and carried oil’ all the horses capable of serv- ! when the truth must be told. Let me be uuice. He carried off alno about thirty slures.
j derstood. War is proverbially uncertain, and
Had Uli been to yicc them freedom, he would j I will not doubt that lortune will
again light
*••’••••«»
hare done riyht
U[K)I! our arms. The force of the rebellion
From an estimate made at the time, on the
may be broken, even without an appeal to the
best information I could collect, I suppose the
slaves. But I am sure that with the slaves
State of Virginia lost under Lord Cornwallis'
our victory will be more
prompt, while withhands that year about thirty thousand slaves.”
out them, it can never be
effectual—completeto
—{Letter to Dr. Cordon.) It would be difficrush
out
the
rebellion.
It is not enough
ly
cult to imagine testimony stronger. Here was
to beat armies, ltebol
communities, envenomed
a sufierer justly indignant for himself anil his
against the Union, must la1 reclaimed, and a
Stute; but he does not doubt that an enemy ! wide-spread region must be pacified. This
would do right in carrying off slaves to give
can lie done only
by the removal of the cause
them freedom.
ot all this trouble, and the
consequent assitnilation of the people, so that no man shall call
APPEAL TO SLAVES UNAVAILING.
another master. If slavery be regarded as a
But admitting that an appeal to slaves in
disease, it must be extirpated by knife and
support of the Union is constitutional, and alcautery, for only in this way cun this healthful
so according to the
examples of history, it is operations of national life be restored. If it be
said that it will lie
for the slaves 1
regarded as a motive it must be expelled from
will not harken to it. Then it can do no harm
the system, that it may no longer exercise its
and it will at least give us a good name. But
disturbing influence. So long as slavery conif we are not beyond learning from the enemy,
I tinues the States in which it exists will fly
we shall see that the
most
hated
on
generals
madly from the Union: but with the deitnic- !
our side, and like Adams and Hancock in the j
tion of slavery, they will lose all such motive 1
Revolution, specially excepted from pardon, I and will rather prefer to nestle under its
wing.
are Phelps and Hunter; plainly because the
Tile slave States, by the influence of slavery,
ideas of these generals were more feared than
are now centrifugal; but with
slavery out of
anv hatterv or s! ratedthe system, these same States will be centripetal.
Such
is
the
law
of
their
SLAVE TELEGRAPH.
being. And it
should be the policy of the Government at this
But look at it candidly and you cannot deny
time to take advantage of this law, for the benthat it must produce an effect. It is idle to
efit of the Union. Nay, from the necessity of
say that its influence will be bounded by our
the case this should lie done.
jurisdiction. When the mill-gates are lifted
EFFECTIVE FINALITY OF THE WAR.
all the water above, in its most distant sources,
huriies on its way; and so will the slaves.—
Is not our duty clear ? And is not the PresRemote kingdoms trembled at the Pope’s exident completely vindicated ?
By Emancipacommunication and interdict; and an eloquent
tion we not only hasten the war to a close, but
historian lias described the thunders of the
we give to it that effective
finality which will
Vatican intermingling with the thunders of prevent it from breaking forth anew, and which
war.
All Christendom shook when Luther
can be obtained in no other way.
The head of j
nailed his propositions on the church door of
the hydra will lie destroyed, and its root exj
terminated, so that it. cannot show itself again. I
Witteinberg. But an appeal toour slaves will
be hardly less prevailing. I)o you ask how it
Without Emancipation the whole contest is I
would be known ? Slave telegraph is not as
delivered over to present uncertainty, while
active as ours; but it is hardly less sure. That
the future is left to glare with all the horrors I
I do not speak without authority, I ask you to
of civil strife unsuppressed. There is a
chaplisten to the words of John Adams, taken
ter of Don Quixote entitled. “A Conclusion in
from his diary under date of Sept. 24, 1775:
which Nothing is Concluded;” and this will
lie the proper title for the history of this war,
"The Georgia delegates gave a tnelancholv account
of the States of Georgia and South Carolina.
if Slavery is allowed to endure. If vou would
They
said if one thousand regular troops should laud iii
trample down the Rebellion you must trample
Georgia, and their comauder he furnished with arms
down Slavery, and, believe me, it must be com■ ml clothes enough, ami
freedom to a)] tin*
proclaim
wlui
would join hi* camp, twenty thousand
negroes
pletely done.
would join it from tile two
in
a fortnight.
provinces
FOItrK CANNOT CONQUER WITHOUT IDEAS.
Tile negroes have a wonderful art of communicating
intelligence among themselves. It will run several
It is common to speak of God as on the side
hundreds of miles in a week or
fortnight.—[Writings
of the heavy battalions.
Whatever may be
of John Adame, vot. 2, p. 420.
the truth of this saying, it does not conSLAVES ENCOURAGED—MASTERS IMSCOCRtain the whole truth. Heavy battallions are
AOED.
something; but they are not everything. Even j
From such an appeal, two things must enif they prevail on the battle-field, which is not
sue : first, the slaves w ill be
encouraged in loy- always the case, the victory which they comand
the
:
masters
be
will
discouralty
secondly,
pel is not Anal. It is impotent to secure that
aged in disloyalty. Slave labor, which is the tranquility which is essential to national life.
main-spring and nursery of rebel supplies, Mind is above matter; right is more than
without which the rebellion must starve, will
force; and it is vain to attempt to conquer
tie disorganized, while a panic spreads among
merely by matter or by force. If this can be
slave-masters, absent Irom their homes. The done in small affairs, it cannot in large afmost audacious rebels will lose their audacity,
fairs, for these will yield only to moral influand instead of hurrying forward to deal parriences.
Napoleon was the great master of
at
cidal blows
their country will hurry backwar. and yet from his utterances at St. Helena,
ward to defend their own firesides. The rethe legacy of his trausccndant experience,
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this confession: “The more I study the
world the more am I convinced of the inability of brute force to create anything durable.”
And another Frenchman of subtle thought and
perfect integrity, whose name is linked forever
with American institutions, de Tocquevllle,
has said a similar tribute to truth. “Force,”
says he, “is never more than a transient element of success.
A government which should
only he able to crush its enemies on the Held
of battle would very soon be destroyed.”—
Surely in these authoritative words of the warrior and the thinker, there is a warning to us
not to put trust in the batteries or bayonets,
while an unconquerable instinct makes us all
confess that might does not constitute right.
comes

PEACE THROUGH FREEDOM.

Thus for the sake of Peace, which we all
desire, do I now' plead for Freedom, through
which alone Peace can be secured. Are you
earnest for Peace, then you must be earnest for
Freedom also. Would you uphold the Union
against treason, then must you uphold Freedom. without which bloody treason will flourish over us. But Freedom has l>een adopted
by Congress and proclaimed by the President
as one of the agencies in the prosecution of
the war. Therefore, it must be maintained
with all our souls and all our heatts and all
our minds.
The hour of debate has passed;
the hour of duty has come.
In opposing solemn acts ofCongress, which
according to the Constitution, are now the supreme law of the land, passed for Hie national
defenses in opposing the Proclamation of the
President, nay, in discouraging freedom, you
are as bad as if you discouraged enlistments.
It is through Freedom, as well as the arms of
our soldiers, that the war will lie waged; and
the same loyalty which supports the one, Is
now due to the other.
The discouragement
ol enlistments is recognized as seditious and
but
the discouragement of this
traitorous;
other force, adopted by the Government for
the suppression of the Rebellion, is only another form of sedition and treason, which an indignant patriotism will spurn. Emancipation
is now a war measure, and it must be sustained, as you sustain an army in the field.
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market has been flooded for rears with different articli-s railed Hair Dve*. which have never
satisfied the expectations of purchasers. The !»r
plus ultra has been reached at last in TODD’S
H AIK DYE, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It contains
no injnrious ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiAil rich brown or black color. Directions for using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
tine superiority of Todd’s Lux Sofia Hair Dye over
all others is, you do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the dve, and there is but
one kind to be used, and that can W put on the same
as oil and water, without aiiy trouble, unlike all other dves that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies' hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
all other dyee, it will color long hair, which other
dyes caunot do. Give this new article a trial, at we
know you will use no other after once using this.
iy For sale only at

Photograph,

MUTUAL

Marine Insurance Company.

I

TODDS HAIR DRESSING ROOMS,
No. 74 Middle, corner of Exchange Street.
not fail to call at No. 27 Market .Square, where !
•eptlBtf
DOthey take PERFECT
LIKENESSES, and warrant satisfaction, at pricer vliieh defy competition.
N. B.—Large Ambrotype* only Fifteen Cents.
Oilt, Rosewood. Black Walnut and
Oak Mouldings.
TRASK A LEWIS,
lowest cash prices, in quantities to suit the
trade. Ship Mouldings made and finished|to
27 Market Square, h’tl Preble St.
order by
MOKKISON CO.,
dtf
July 14th, 1862.
Market Square.

Best

AND WHOLES A LK DEALERS IN

BATH

THE

STREET,

promptly

Co's:

dbwtf

June 23.

quality, and

TODD'S LEX SOLIS

AND]

One Door Kant of Canal Hank.

GENERAL

COAL

SMITHS' USE.

give good Dargains

Di -A. I

ENGRAVER,
NO. 84}

Kxehamgo flu,

Republic Fire Insurance Company,
Cssh Capital and Surplus. *312.000.
Of New York.

FOR CASH,

juiaitf

jTfTRICHARDSON,

HEAD OF MERRILL'S WHARF,

sf

National Insurance Company,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and Snrplns. *300,080.

SAWYER A WHITNEY.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
sep5—Sin

DESIGNER

DEALERS IN

June 23.

i'uuiiv

give

AND GENERAL

ALBERT W EBB A CO.,

ANDREW T. DOLE.

ill

Office,
invited to

cor.

PORTLAND. ME.,

■

THESE

mined to

Widgery’a Wharf, Portland, Mo.,

jc23tf

WARBEX SPARROW,

Agent of the following First Class Insurance

Hard and Soft Wood.

VEGETABLES,

are

INSURANCE.

Oflics U M Mis,

Also, for sale, beat quality of Nova Scotia and other

IMPORTERS,

N. B.—All work being promptly and personally attended to, is warranted to give thorough satis-

Commission

j

Family Groceries,

call.

FIRE

WOOD,

Coals are strictly of the beat
warranted to give satisfaction.

CHASE BROTHERS & CO.,

Portland, Me*

Watch-Maker,

&

BAKER,

tsr His friends and the public

INSURANCE.

STREET,

CUMBERLAND
FOR

And Country Produce,

L. J. CROSS,

DOLE

j

DEALER IS-

him

~tr~ Frog* Served to Order. -X9
*e* Meals to RaurLAS Boarders st Reduced Rates.
Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from t to b
o'clock.
Je23edtf

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Of New York. •■Cash Capital and Surplus, *280 000.
LEHIGH,
HAZE ETON LEHIGH,
Equitable Fire and Marine las. (>*.,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
Of Providence.
(
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
Pvsv*rT Secckitt. which ought always to tw the
firtt contukratvm iu effecting insurance, is here otJOHN '.S'.
fered to the public, at the totrmt ro/rs
premia ns
THE GENUINE LOBBERT, I
adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office in "Boyd's Building," opposite Post Office.
Pore and Free Burning.

CORNER OF EXCHANGE t FEDERAL STS.,

85 Commercial St., opp. Thomas Block,

TURTLE SOUP, TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.

SPRING MOUNTAIN

promptly

FRUIT,

su_

BROOK TROUT aad all kiads sf SAMI
Served to order.
PINE APPLE LEMONADE,
STRAWBERRT LEMONADE.

dly

&

CHEAP

arranged

PROVISIONS,

PORTLAND, ME.

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Served up at all boors.

DELIVERED TO ANY FART OF THE CITY.

set up iu the best manner, and all orders iu town or countrv faithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbiug
attended to.
Constantly on hand. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kiuds.
july29dly

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,

Commrrcial Street,

COAL

dly

1?VKRYand

Choice

JOHN

Tailor,

EXCHANGE

98

H'arm, Cold and Shower Hath*. Wash Hotels, Brass
and Silrer Plated t'oeks.
Description of Water Fixture for DwellJ ing Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Ships. Ac.,

AND DEALERS IN

Bidi&g

Portland. August 6. 1863.

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,

merchants,

7 MILK STREET,

Habits, Ac.,

A. D. REEVES

MAKER OP-

JI.

am

DIRIGO EATING SOUSE,
No.

Cut, made and trimmed by

WILLIAM
A. PEARCE,
PLU M BER,

J.

__

Ladies’

ST R K E T,

Portland. Aug. 6. 1*62.

Keane

nrilORSES AND CARRIAGES TO LET
jullS—8m

Coats, Pants, Vests, Jackets,

No. 124 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

xttention

Largest, most central House in the city.
Railroads and Steamboats.

C. J. BRYDGE8, Managing Director.
a&ltf
Montreal, August 1. 18(3.

Tailor,

H AKtiE

PROPRIETOR

summer.

NAVY

A. D. REEVES,

Boys, Boys, Boys.

Corn,

to

bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rate* of freight, and
from what station* lire wood can be carried next

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

98

Exchange Street, Portland.

Flour and

STREET.

generally

Lounyrs, Bedsteads,

faction.

feet ef Eickange.

railway

BY

FURNITURE,

141 Middle Street*

O. M. SHAW,

aud timber will be advanced 26 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveved bet ween October 1st,
1862, and May 1st. 1863
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in couscquence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried ou the
during the next season,
they must understand that they willdosoat their own

As usual, keep constantly supplied with fresh
and fashiouable BOOTS'and SHOES, iu every variety and style for geutlemen’s and laf
^^^dios wear, and invite all their old customers
and the public
to give them a call whenever
desire to replenish their “understandings.”
E. S. & Co. are agents for the Leavitt and Wileox
It Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES.
aug5-6md

AND

HOUSE,

Klarmuw 1ksllM«w .r.L.

auizutt

oar

on*

Tarass Moderate by lb# Week er Day.
Bath, Jane 28, 1862.
dtf

LIBOM November 1st, 1862, to Mav 1st, 1848, the
A/
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber

MofTott, who

healthiest

or the finest, most spacious. sad best appointed Hotels in the State, loeitsd
within thsee minutes walk of the Depot. Steamboat
Landing. Post Office. Custom Hoase. Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.

Notice to Wood and Lumber merchants.

Ml

ARMY

of the

Maine—deligbtM-

BANGOR, ME.,

180 Furr Street

MOFFOTT’S,

MIDDLE

on*

the coast of

f retreats from the dust and turmoil of

58 Exchange Street.

Block,

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS.
89

oa

cities.
large
The Saoadabocb Is

and

visiting the islands, supplied
Excursionists
with stores at the shortest notice.
Orders solicited.

Market Square,

27

Msni.ilart.m-r «f

Ja’s P.

Cash

Shirts.

Orders respectfully solicited by Mrs.
pay personal attention to the same.

-AM)-

Q. Twitchell. jul81drtm

for

C ALDER WOOD A BECKETT.
Portland. June 23.
dtf

win

UPHOLSTERER

Portland, Aug. 6. 1R<S2.

localities

Sec.,

ty Remember the place,

dtf

BATH. MAINE.
THE City of Bath is

BANGOR

the best cloths,
Shirts, made
good custom work, at the very lowest prices.

con nested

23.1862_

PARTIES.

near

Stable

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
Alfred Oarr,
Proprietor,

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

they

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

A. D. REEVES,

Bath. June

dtf

PLEASURE

PORTLAND. ME.

Shirts,

No.

TWITCHE 1.1. A

Thomas

886, Washington St., Bath.
•.•Term* tl per dsy.

with house.

BAILEY it NOYES,

E. SHAW A ((>„

iOBN B. BROWN A SONS,

MATTRESSES,
IONS, tfr., tfc.

Ws Bcr

64 and

FLUID. KEROSENE OIL,

PORTLAND, ME.

F.

[

_1

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

MRS. A.

Works 0 Union 8t., and 233 & 235 Fore St.f

John

article at lowest rates.

ADAME, Proprietor.

ly situated on the Keancbec. twslvs mills
from the sea, and afbrds on* of the most

Sell Cheap.

a
measure

GAS FITTING,

Done in the best

NOYES,

Portland, J une 23.1842.

AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY,

Commission

en

mf

BATH HOTEL,
By C. M. PLUMMER.

Letter, note, Cap and Record papers, Envelopes—
white and buff. Gold Pens, Steel Pens, Ac., Ac. Ev-

Portland.

Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

Alfred

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Steam Cocks, Valve*, Pipe*and Connections, Whole-

9S

Street,

Geo. W. Woodman,

CHAS. H.
J*28—8m

BOOKS!

STATIONERY.

you want cheap and perfect fitting shirt, please
IFleave
for Mrs. A. MOrFOTT’s celeyour
brated Oval Yoked
from

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

PARTICULAR

Dry Goods,

lANlFACTlRERS LAB JOBBIRS OF CLOTBIM,
Nos. 54 and 56 Middle

ACCOUNT

We make to order
every kind of Blank Book used
by Banks. Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Counting Houses.

Wholesale Dealers ia

rtrwf

TERMS MODERATE, FOR BOARD BT WEEK
OR DAY.

and Church Collectors Books.

WOODMAN, TRIE ACO.,

Cn|rrn,

ME.

THIS is tbs largest Hotel In the State, pes•easiag all the modern improvements, and
first class in every appointment.

SEAVET.

Journals. Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash. Record, Dockets, Letters, Masonic

II. WARREN LANCEY.

PORTLAND,

MEDICINES,

AND 66 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

66

of Green

Preble Hired..

above store by

BAILEY Sc

Respectfully

and

PREBLE HOUSE,
Illnlr!

corner

d3w*w3ro

Framing,

—

STREET, NEAR THE POST OFFICE,

C'ougress,

on

Portland. Aug. 23, 1862.

Manufactured and for Sale by

notifies his friends and patrons, and
with thanks for past favors would hereby solicit their
further patronage.

and

148

store on

located

pleasantly
Street.

GENTLEMEN,

MAHUPACTl'BEU OP

SPRING-BEDS.

BLANK

HARDWARE],

Importers

accommodate its former patrons, as well as
his old fHends snd the public
generally.
Having had an experience of sixteen years,
he thinks he can now "keep s hotel."
Tills house is one of the best in the
city, snd very
1

Physicians and Families supplied with Medicines and
books. Cases renewed and vials refilled.
June 24. 1862.
eodfim

THOR. H. POOR.

J. L. WHSLOW, Agent,

WILLIAM

M.

The subscriber having removed his stock of

thejmreat

jnl4dtf

For sale at the

PORTLAND.

AMASA T. C. DODGE,
HAVING assumed the proprietorship of
this house, promises to spare no pains to

Fun Goods. It., 4e„

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

R EMOVAL.

Portland. Sept. 20.

CITY HOTEL,

Hone neatly as usual.
HERBS. *?., *<•.,

Packed in every variety of packages to suit dealers.
ty Coffee and Spices ground for the trade at
short notice.
All goods warranted as represented.
J. GRANT.
aug4—dineodAw

dispensary

Je24tf

Piper Haitian

Book •Binding' and Picture

new

hopes

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE 8THF.ET,
Next door above the British and American Express
Office, where he will accommodate all who may be in
want of goods iu his line, at very low prices.

COFFEE,
SPICES,

To his

has furnished this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever
prepared to wait upon his custoraers. snd
by strict attention to tbeir a ants
to merit s contfuuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. G. MATO.
dA wtf
Psssadumkesg, June 23.1862.

COLESWORTHY,

fitlwe Frames.

/■'lONSTANTLY on hand, and for sale, at wholesale
V_y market prices, in the crude state or manufactured, every description of

—

J

BOOKS. STATIONERY, PICTURES,

STREET,

CREAM TARTAR
SAL ERA TVS.
SWEET

nounce

Ha* removed his stock of

Spice Mills,

subscriber would very respectfolly anto his numerous friends, ana tbs
public generally, that during the temporary
Icompulsorv suspension of his business he
THE

63Excbarsk Strut.

PORTLAND, ME.

Seth B.

PAPERS

Portland June 23.1362.

Me.

S. H.

13 A 15 UNION

R,tE*

CENTRAL HOUSE,
I4.. O. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PASSADUMXEAQ, MAINE.

HALL L. DAVIS,

PRODUCK,

GRANT’S

Coffee and

Bo^on,_J.au.ry, 1«“WW

Of every variety, quality and price,
embracing all
the various styles of gold papers manufactured, together with a full stock of Satins, mediums and common papers—the largest stock to be found in this
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
Bvery kind in use at wholesale prices.

CHOICE FAMILY GROCERIES,

Portland,

every convenience for the comtort and accommodation of the
travelling pnblie.
The sleeping rooms are
large and well ventilated;
the suits of rooms are
arranged, and ompletohr
grell
furnished for faroilie*\ud
large travelling parties,
snd the house will continue to be
kept as s lint class
Hotel in every respect.

....

ROOM

DEALERS IJf-

294 Congreas Street,
•epd—3m

LAtHuYnents.

private uses, and at lowest prices.

CHEXEByT

COUNTRY

fC&Altbe
access from all the routes of
JUALSted. and easy
^ coutains the modern
improvel’MHi|travel and

enabled to offer to the trade and

STATIONERY

Hy

Bostox, Mass..
be*t arranged Hotel in
State*; Is centrally locaof

T?JhS,artMt
.anf*
New England

h

Is selected with the greatest care from the best Foreign and American Houses, and embraces every article needed for public offices, Counting Houses and

CORDIALLY approve of this work, and reeX omruend it to the use of officers of volunteers.”
geo. b McClellan.
M^J. Gen. U. 8. Army.
For sale in I'ort la ml, at 25 cents, by
A. ROBINSON,
No. 51 Exchange St.
sep24-3w •

dtf

AMERICAS HOUSE,

customers

SMALL SWORD EXERCISE.

of

Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c.,

or

we are

BLISS, Proprietor.

Portland. Aug 19. 1862.

better bargains in quality and prices,
than can be found in any other establishment in the
State. Our stock of

onr

BRIGS. BTI STIFFS, GLASS f.UU,

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing
chemicals aud best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a carcthl attention
in the
department, to merit the coutideuco
of the public.

sale

experience,

HOUSE."

.,

p

Premium Blank Books on hand and made to order,
of every variety of style and finish. #rom our
long

—

JOHNSON A

STATIONERY,

Established la 1825.

Infantry Tactics Bayonet Drill,

Foreign

“ELM

THE undersigned respectfully informs the
public thnt he has leased the above House,
on Federal
Street, Portland, and invitee
the travelling
community to call and see If
he knows "how to keep a hotel." Clean,
■Jry rooms good beds a well-provided table, attentive servant* and moderate
charges are the inducements he holds out to those whose business or nl^m.
are call them to the "Forest
City."

WAREHOUSE !

PATTEN’S

LIME

to

PAPERHANGING

and Fashionable Stock of the above articles may be found at tills establishment, comfor a traveling outfit.
prising everv
d«m
J. K. DURAN.
July 30, l(fc2.

AND

HOTELS.

—AND—

No. 105 MIDDLE STREET.

POOR,

selected

STEAM AND

BLANK BOOK AND

Carpet-Bags,

ALARtjE

EXCHANGE Sl\

50

Trunks!
-ASD-

Uken store, N«. 75 Middle Street,
HAVE
(Fox Block,) and respectfully iuvite nublic attention to their
and well

CHAR. P. CROAK AH.

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

VALISES, POBTMAHTEAUS,

i

CARDS^

CBOSJIA1T&
Drugs,

NO. 05.

JOHN W. PERKINS A CO„

BUSINESS

unavailing;

|

Trunks!

NOT IN OB-

And now, thank God, the word has been
spoken; greater word was never s)>oken.—
Emancipation has begun, and our country is
already elevated and glorified. The war in
which we are now engaged has not changed in
object, hut it has changed in character. Its
object how, as at the beginning, is simply to
put down the rebellion: hut its character is
derived from the new force at last enlisted,
which must not only stamp itself upon all
that is done, but absorb the whole war to itself, even as the rod of Aaron swallowed up
all other rods. Vain will it be again to delude European nations into the loolish belief
that slavery has nothiug to do with the war;
that it is a war for empire on one side, and independence on the other; ami that all generous
ideas are on the side of the rebellion. And
vain, also, will be the other European cry,
whether from an intemperate press,or the cautious lips of statesmen, that separation is inevitable, ami that our Government is doomed
to witness the dismemberment of the Republic. With this new alliance, all such forebodings will be falsified; the wishes of the fathers
will be fulfilled, and those Rights of Human
Nature, which were the declared object of our
Revolution, will be vindicated. Thus inspired
the sword of Washington—that sword which,
according to his last will and testament, was
to l>e drawn only in self-defense, or in defense
of country and its rights
will once more
marshal our armies to victory, while our tlag,
wherever it floats, w ill give Freedom to all beneath its folds, and its proud Inscription will
be at la«t triumphantly fulfilled “Liberty and
Union, now and forever, one and inseparable.”

1862.

BUSINESS CARDS.

JECT.

—

|

OBJECT OF THE WAR

And

wiwiiiiu

Constitution
cording certain persons,
all for slavery and nothing for freedom. I am
happy to say that with me just the reverse Is
the case. There are people who keep apothecaries’ scales in which they nicely weigh everything that is done for freedom. I have no
such scales where freedom is in question; nor

PROCI.AMATIOM OF THE PRESIDENT.

omit that

SATURDAY

A. W.
(Sncceeaor

BANFIELD,

to P. J. Eorriatall and IIilia k

Forriaiall,

tnronm akd dial an in

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

FANCY

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS,

CLOCKS, WATCHES AHD

JEWELRY,

STATIONERY, TOY8, fcc.,
» and SO
AODtson wr

P

J.

Federal and 105 Congreu Streeti,
lAsrtUD,

Fouistall

can

June 28.

AT

Boston.

be fbund at the above plaoe.
wly

Old I'ntmca HMailt,

And

renewed uy

MORRISON k CO.

■NMMMMBMMMnMMnMHBtfMfeMnHMI

htpnsiim! extract from a Private letter.
Tho letter fiotn which tlie following extract
is taken, written by an old resilient of Portkuid, now residing In the West, was received
by Uis friend in this city, by whom it was handed us for publication:
Port HtTttott, Oct. 3,1862.

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAJtn,

MAIXK.

Saturday Morning, Oct. 11,188S.
Will'd Seven.

Dear Sir :—Will you do me the favor to call
at the Advertiser office and pay whatever
amount is due them from me for the Weekly

The Ttepnhlicans of Ward Xo. 7 are reqne«ted to
meet at the Ward Room on Brackett Street, in said
Ward, ou Monpay evening next at 7$ o’clock, lor
the purjwee oistt-rtitig a candidate for Alderman, to
tie supportod bv them at the election on IHCtiCfiA V
l'er Older,
next, the 16lh hurt.

City

Advertiser to tlie present time, and tell them
so stop it.
T entinot consent to help support a paper
that does not sustain the President’s proclamation for the emancipation of slaves in the

Committee of Ward 7.

Employment of Negroes for War Purposes.
Historical notes of the employments of negroes in th> American army of the Reeo-

lution—by George Moore.
This pamphlet is a timely appeal to the
ple of this count ry. It is now nearly a
tury since the

of

commencement

our

cen-

revolu-

Then as now, what place should he occupied by the Africans and their descendants,

question of Importance, and it appears to have engaged the attention of the
leaders of that great movement. Then as now,
the stealing of colored men from Africa, for
sale as slaves, was condemned hy all thoughtful and religious men, on grounds moral, ecoa

nomical and

religions;

hut then

as

now, the

of sudden

wealth

was

stronger

have had

the President is commander of the

Navy, aud

sense

can

doubt that the war would have been

be

posed

The country

was

and

the

unwilling

Army and

Esq., of Portland, has been nominated by the
Governor, as Railroad Commissioner, in place
of E. II. C. Hooper, resigned.
According to the Richmond papers of
the 6th Inst., the belief there is that Gen. McClellan designs making bis next attack on that
city from the south.

remove

while we have the power and
do it ?

congestion of the
House, Thursday night.

on

Rev. H. A.

tlie new

Pardoned.—Peter Rooney of Portland,who

depot, accompanied by the l’ortPoppinburg's Bands; that rooms in
City building be fitted up for their

tlie

quarte: s, and that

an

informal’

d^icr

Virgin, Fessenden

to

zoiu aim aim

|

and

ai'"iiiinui(

to furnish such escort
Does the Constitution protect a State that
1
may deem suitable.
rebelled and repudiated its authority ?
It is uncertain what
the robber or
Docs the Constitution

as

be

umc

tlie

sunny

city

proCols.

Illness of Gen. Skill.—The New York

authorities

day the regiment will
city, A dispatch was received
from Capt. Channhig hist evening, stating that
erty and happiness? If the guilty individual
has robbed and been found guilty, is be not j the regiment would number from 250 to 300,
would keep tlie city authorities
incarcerated, and deprived of bis liberty? if and that lie
advised of their movements.
a murderer is he not deprived of his life?
The public reception will not probably be
Why ? Because he has forfeited his right to
given until a day or two after the arrival of
life. So with a State, or Suites, when'tliey rise
the regiment in this city.
in rebellion,and use all the power that God
protect

shorter,

offend these

men, and for the sake of retaining the doubtful fidelity of one they refused the active aid

duty

for

a

few

weeks,”

continued assaults of

arrive in the

the murderer and "warrantee him his life, lib-

halemen of the Pacific.

burnt four

w

and

an

and Constitution under which

given'them

to

destroy

they

have

to inform

j

SI N
Rises.. 8.08 | Sets.

Panning,

—

I

OXE

| Morn’g

11

NEWS.

Friday. October lO.

’*

Sch Don north. Bradley, Marhias lor Boston.
Sch Susan A Pliebe, Humsdell, < utler lor Boston.
Sch Sarah Ann, Grover. Calais for Boston.
Sch K Foster, Brown, Milibridge for Boston.
Sch Sainaritau, Dodge. Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch Ida Morton. Thompson, Boston for Bristol.
Sell Columbia, Crosby, Bangor for Lynn.
Sch Georgian a. Turner, New bury port tor Bangor.
Steamer N’ew Brunswick. Winchester, St John NB
for Boston.
Steamer Darnel Webster. Wood.
Bangor.
Steamer Forest City, Lnacorab. Bostou.

|

^carters Camp Abraham Lincoln, 1
Portland, Oct. 6th, 1S62. I
i
members of the ditfereut Regiments in
this encampment, are hereby ordered to report them-

1

selves to their re-poetize commanders forthwith.
Towns that me still deficient iu tilling up tkeir
quota must make up their deficiency at once.
Per order Coiumandaur,
E. 8. Mo a nit. Post Adjt.

j

almost indis-

;

pensable article, not only of comfort and necessity,
with every family, while the united testimony of
Physicians has placed their health fulness beyond
question.
No invalid should be without

1

do

so

by

pair with the
tips will wear as long a three without, The Tipped
Boots and Shoes are sold by all Shoe Dealers iu the
Uuited Statws.
American Shoe Tip Co., 10$ Pearl Street, Boston.
11. M. BEARCE, Treasurer.
sepl*ttw

TELEGRAPH

j

ql'lUllY, would give uotiecthat he ha
returned to Portland, and cau be found at his Room,
No. 13 International Houhe, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all w ishing to consul

^

office.82 00
subsequent sitting at office,.50
2 50
City Patients, first Examination at residence,.
Each subsequent visit at residence,. 1 00
First Examination at
Each

—ii

C |T"( onsumption and Catarrh, and all diseases of
Lungs, successfully treated by InhaBy C. Mouse, M. D.,
Corner Smith and Cougres® Sts.

Dentistry.—Dr.

1

!

Physician and Subueon.—H. A. LAMB, M. D., :
Office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets, |
j Portland, Me.
Particular attention paid to Surgery, including }•
j

|!
!
|

ear.

aag7—dtim

■■■

■■

■■

■

KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
Portland, Me.
auglo—ly

■

■»

...

■■■

■

■»

■

Portland Pod Ollier .Mail
WESTERN—^Arrives

at

Arrungemcnt*.
12.40 and 8 I'M. Closes at

7.45 AM and 2 PM.
EASTERN—Arrive- at 1 46 PM

j

j

Close* at 12 M
STEAMBOAT MAIL—Arrives from Ka*t|»ort Mo, St
John N B and the British Provinces. Tuesday and
Friday mornings. Close? Monday* and Thursdays
a* 4 1 M
EUROPE, via Quebec—Closes every Friday at 12 31.
CANADA—Arrives at 1.45 P31. Closes at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 5 PM. C loses at
0 PM.

!

j

BROKERS* BOARD.
Stocks.—Boston, Oct. 10, 13*52.
1.000 United States Coupeu Sixes(1881).
VM
21,I H) United States Demand Note*.1241
Sale

«•

j
!

Smith, do.
Di n H ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 7th, brig Geo
Harris. Fret cli, Boston for Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Ar8th. sells Warrior, ( rockett, fiotn
Providence for New York; Zoe. Cottrell, Boston lor
Fortress Mouroe; l hie I, Hart, Fail River for Elizabet hport.
ItoSTOX— Ar 9tk, schs Village Gera. Bear**, Alexandria. Eugene. Parker, do; .1 Grierson, llarding;
Philadelphia; 1 ora, Kelley, and Frederick Eugenie,
Achorn. New York; Lauiaitiue. Hudson, and Red
Jacket, Pay son, do; E Minin, Snow, do; Romeo,

26.255

.do.124.
American Hold

8,<598

.do.1271

I2"J

2O.U00.do.128*
12 AW .do .128}
6.0CW O-fdensbiirg First Mortgage Bonds. 89
15,000 Ogdeusburg Second .Mortgage Bonds. 8}
3.000 Vermont Ceutral First Mortg Bonds.
25
13 Boston ami Maine Railroad. 118
15 Boston and Worcester Railroad.123
l'» Boston and Provitlence Railroad,
1241
2 Boston and Lowell Railroad.102
1L*3 Ea-tern Railroad
801
Id (lid Colony and Fall River Railroad
5 Vermont and Canada Railroad.
13d
6 Michigan Central Railroad. 85
275 Vermont and 31a<?acliusetts Railroad
1*1?
111 Old Colony and Fall Fiver Railroad.
114j
..

to

or

Oil Color*.

copying old Daguerreo-

The subscriber has made some
in his Rooms, which facilitate the

important changes

malting of the

^Cartes

do Vimte,”
prepare*) to make satisffcctory at short

which he is
notice.

CT^fek or deceased persons’ pictures taken at
their residence.
The largest collection (of Picture* of the various
kinds) in the city may beseeu at his Reception Uoym,
96 Middle Street, up one short flight of stairs, opuoRooms free to all for examination of

Specimens.
J. II. F. lil lt\HATI.

octTtf

FIRM.
■

BROWN & DAVIS,
Produce Commission Merchants
And

FLOUR

Wholesale Dealer* in

&

PROVISIONS

Vo. 3 I'nion

Wharf, Portland.

C. D BBOWK.

J. P

DAVIS,

oetidhvtf

SOMETH I Mi >EW.

CROSMAN Sr POOR
ll.vc

received, at

No. 7j l‘\>x Block,
The celebrated HASHEESH TANDY.and MADAM
DUPONTS PERtl MES

Y E

3 5

octTtf

A R

Cid 9’h. sch Susan, Rogers, Cape Havtien.
TAINTUX—Ar 7th, sch Wlristier,
New
York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar8th, sch Eclipse, Smith, ftn

Bangor.

Montrose. Hart. Provideuce.
CASTIXE— Ar 0th, sch R Leach, Thompson, Boston.
Sid 6th, schs Alclope, Trcscott, New York; President, -. Boston.
BANgoR— Ar 9th, brigs De-inont Loch. Vearie,
Philadelphia; Frontier. Mtedd. Port Lweu; schs
apitoi, Ann Parker, and ( ouuccticut, from Bo>iou;
Brilliant, Brown, Salem; Anaconda. Hurd,Portland ;
fcl.oai Water, Knter. Bath.
Cid 9tii, brig Hudson. Griffin, New Bedford; sch
Major Deeriug, Lewi*. Haverhill.
GARDINER —Ar 2d, schs Henrietta. Blanchard.
Boston; t herub, Baney, New York; Elizabeth, 11elali, i'ortlaud.
Ar3d, schs Rio, Damon, from Haverhill; October,
Blown, Bostou.

For

than twenty-fire years has the well known

more

FURNITURE HOUSE
or

WALTER
PUBLIC HOUSES.

THE

MERCII.1ST SHIPS,
ASD STEAMERS
Not of Maine only, bnt of other Stages, with articles
of Furniture suited to their various wants.

At B&rbadocs 25th ult, bark Gazelle, Rhodes, from
New Y or k.
Sailed from St John PR 24th ult, brig \Y L Armstrong, AicciU», to load lor New York.
Ar at CicnlUegou 13th ult, bark Ly-antler,—, from
Boston.
At l.ingan < B 22d ult. sch White (. loud, Gardiner,
fur Boston, wtg turn to load.

[Per steamship Jura,

at

Quebec.]

Sailed from Liveipool 2d«l ult, Tara, Jameson, tor
Eastport; Hoi a, Peters, and E/, l handler, N York;
Alba;roe*. Lau rhiin, Genoa.
lid 24th. Iiamjinbar. Eastman, and Exchange,
Cheuojr. New York; Eddy done, Dyer, for Poiul ue
bade.
Cid at Loudon 24th ult, Lorenzo, Merry man, for
Cardiff.
Ar at Deal 20lh. Anna F Schmidt. Twomblev. (and
ihimouj;

.nun

add,

iiiicuani,

iiii.u

AND NOW,
stand.

At the old

52 nnd 54 Exchange Street,
With increased

facilities for manufacturing,

III' STEAM POWER,
With good workmen and thoroughly seasoned stock,
he can fUrnish the largest assortment of

CUSTOM-MADE

Than

can

be found Elaewhere in the State.

Purchasers for Cash mar rest assured that goods
thin house will be made perfectly sat is facprice and quality.

bought at
to, > iu

«■

rr'nuii-mm-in

iiibi

In Wilton Aug 21st, by Rev, Stephen Alien, assisted by Rev. Mr. Emerson. Rev. Annricu* Kit:lor. pastor of tie* South Cong. ( huieh at Hallowed, to .Miss
Amelia D., daughter of J. F. W. (iould, Esq., of
Wilton.
In Augusta Oct 5th. W. 11. Fuller to 31iss Emma
W. Hatch.
In Clinton Aug22d,Cyrus Woodman of Uallowcll,
to Mis? Ruth Cain of C.
In Augusta Sept 80th. Capt. Tho*. Plight, C. S. A
to 31i*s .Mary 1,., daughter of Moses W. Swan, Esq., |
of Augusta.

I

IUUUI

III rxirnmr H

must

The Best of Extension Tables, Ac.

Rosewood and Gilt Mirrors.
Spiral
phvl.tr r 7

r

Spring Beds,
Wvrk Allrndrai

&c.
■■

B.—SHIP FCRNTTURE made to order.
October 1st. 1862.
tf
X.

DK. C. II. OSGOOD,
SC RUE OX

* MECMAXtCAL

^Hdentist,

Philadelphia.

Ar at Deal 27th. Sparkling Wave, Emery, fm New
Y ork.
l a-red do 23th, Lizzie Southard. Starrett, from N
York lor Antwerp.
Ar at Fu mouth 26th, Ellen llood, hi by. Akvab;
Mary Bang*, Tarbox, from Mauimaiu.
Aral Fly mouth 36ili, H B Wright, l’ark, Akvab.
At Bristol 26th, Sebastapoi, Auld, aud
uncord,
<1111111, for Fortiaud, Idg; ( rawford, Brown, for New

Idg.

Ar Ht Newport 25th, Alma, Crowell, Bremen.
Ar at l.ibraltar 30th ult, Caroline E Kelley, Fote,
Uenoa.
Ar at Malaga lfith ult. Julia Anna, Harding, from
liibraitar.
Ar at St Helena Aug 8th. Charles II Lord, Smith,
Rang*Kin (aud sld 9th lor Falmouth K); sth, Rochester. Fatten. Akyab. (and sld 11th Falmouth); 24th,
Rockland, llaliett. Baiigo«m. (amt sld 27th tor do.)
Sailed from Table Hay. Cl. H, July 45th, Eastern
IJueen, Hoi brook, Calcutta.
Sailed from Alcoa Bay, I t.II, Aug 13th, Heroine,
Nickerson, New York.

SPOKEN.
Aug 19, lat 1029 N. Ion 13 46 W, ship Napoleon,
ritompeou, 120 days from Raugoon for FAlmouth E
Sept 22. lat 25 30, lou 7<» 40, brig Mountain Eagle, 12
lay s from New York for New Orleans
Sept 25. lal 34 15, Ion 76 20, brig Caroline, ftu Cuba

MSB

W

of Elegant and Plain Furniture, of th©
desirable style*. con»| rising Kwh and
Medium Triced Drawing Room, 1'arlor
and Thaniber Furniture. of pu rv description. Feather Beds and Mattress©* of all kiuds, ( otnniou
Furniture, Chairs, Looking Glasses. Ac.

sort men t

ting, do.
Also sld 24th, Mary E.izabeth, Nichols, for Boston;
S
25th. < ousUtutiou. Higgins, FhOadclphiu; llosphor- I
ns, Murphy, Bombay
Cid 26lln U E Hpearing, Rogers, Duuiitta; Frank* OPP. OLD CITY HALL.-PORTLAND, ME.
Bou.t. Morse, Fhiiadeipuia.
Artificial Teeth inserted ou Gold, Silver and VolAr ut Loudon 27th, Shakspeare. Xorercwa, from
cauite base.
Calcutta.
Sind A woe
Cid 25th, American Congress,Woodward, aud Marmu t
Day, Chase, Now York; 27th, Creseur City,

York,

’! VltKIED.

WORK,

(Or made, at short notice, to any pattern customers
may direct,)

'<u tor

New York.
Ai 24tli, Stephen Duncan, Taylor, London, (and
*;d tor FhiJade.plua )
Off Weymouth 23d, .Mary l.oodell, Mel. U very, fm
Hamburg lor Buenos Avrw.
sailed from do 23d, J li Dillingham, llarriugtoii,
for New \ oi k.
Sailed from the l*ill 21st, Lydia 11 Hole. Cele, for
Carditf.
Sr .Am! from lard;d22d, Resolute, Mct.ilv ery, for
Shan (hue.
Ar at Hi idol Pill 30th, Windward, Emerson, Cuba
via 1 uhnoutit.
l*ut in at l iy mouth 30th, Sparkling Wave, Avery,
from New York.
Sailed from Glasgow 34th, Cora Linu, Luce, from
New York.
Sailed from f.rcenock 24th, A Hopkins, Leer ho if,
for New Yoik.
Ar ut Stockholm 15th ult, Samoselt, Briggs, from
New Y ork.

Eiwell,

1

COREY,

Furnished the mansions of the wealthy and ths
dwellings of the lowly.

llipp'i

j

Ill] j

In (lardiuer Oct 2d, Mrs. Jane Shaw, aged 78 years.
3<i ins’. Mr- Martha ( rawfoid. aged 86years.
In Pit:*ton Oct bill, Mr. Edyyard lv. Poieicezky,
aged 28 years.
In Litchfield Oct 2d. Mist Ellen Rnker. aged 22 vr*.
In Pittston Sept 22*1. Mr. John A. Trott, aged 22
In Portsmouth. N. 11., Sept 2Jth, Mi?* Fannie W.
Bell, aged 80 years.
in Saco Sept 1st, Mr. Peter Fotliior, aged 68 years.

Special attention paid
types. Ambrotype*. Ac.

Torroy, Baugot.

[For steams hip Fcisia. at Boston.]
Sailed from Liverpool 84th, Harvest. Austiu, New
1 ork. Luiily Augusta, Strickland, aud Ad.aide, Cut-

of

...

,

In India Ink, Water,

Brav. tloston.

» u ioi

Dus. LOCKL &
Middle Street,

size,

PHOTOGRAPHS

DOMESTIC’ PORTS.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 6tb, sch White Foam, MiiliYork.
keu,New
There are about 90 vessels in port, waiting turn to
discharge.
BALTIMORE—Ar7th, brie U M'-ans, Means, from
Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 7th, sch Herald, Knight,
Philadelphia, (and eld for do).
< Id 8th. schs Christina.
Knight, Portland; Adelaide, Crowell, Provideuce.
ELIZA BETH PORT—( Id 7th, brig Win Nichols,
Fritz, Boston; sclis Voiaut, Cousins, and Alpine,

JOSIAII IIF.ALD, No. 241 Con-

gress Street, iirst door east of 1st Parish Church,
Portland, Me.
augTdly

diseases of the eye and

From Minature to Life

disg.

the 1Trout and
lation.
aulS '62 eod

!

LIKEVKSSIS OF FIRRY WRIPTIOY,

Furbish, Kendall, Rockland, master.

Sail' d from Leghorn 17th uit, bark Mary Lee, Morton. Palermo.
At do 19th. bark Genesee. Me I u tyre, for Boston;
ig Ga gat Dm born, hi Km y <>i k
Going m King Georges Sound. Augu-t 1st. ship Augusta Norwood. Sears, fiom >underland E, 96 days
passage.
At Demarnra 14th tilt, bark May Queen. Kirwan,
from Baltimore; btigBLdwuu, Hum New Haven,

him.

in,

J V. P. BURN I1AM gives no.x
tier* that he has re*unied business arlTMn
his former place. No.'96 Middle St..
where he Is prepared to execute

FOREIGN PORT*.

DR. P. P.

/vugusi

~

more.

“The Copper Tip.”—l’areuts who wish to avoid
the aunov ance aud expense of buying a new pair of
cau

EATON.

C. C

PHOTOGRAPHS.

Hamilton, Haskell, Havana by Chase

KtNNKBl XK PORT—Ar 8th, whs Delnorte.DinsNew York; Martha. Cudilord, and M A H,
Jscksou, Boston.
CALAIS—Sid 1st, achs Commerce, Mullen, and

one.

an

shoes every month for their children,
buying the Metallic Tipped Shoes. One

dtf

3 00
3 00
300

Wesbrey,

j

evidence of the superiorly of
COREY’S “PREBLE” SPRING BED
over all others, is the fact that the demand for this
Spring Bed is quadruple that of any other kind.
October 1. 1662.
tf
As

Oct. 8th.

800

(•rand

All absent

an

**
**

MEM ORANDA.

I

Bucksport.
Wiuterport,
Hampden,
Bangor,

"

A substantially built schooner of 197 tons, called
the **liarrv." was launched from the yard of b J
Sawyer at Jonesport, 24th u t.
A ship ol 800 ton-, called the
Stars and Stripes,"
was launched from the \ard of Dan'l \V. Loid, at
on
the
^th
lust.
She hi to be comhcunebuukport,
manded by i apt Robert Cleaves.

NOTICES.

2 60
2 50

Soarsport,

**

**

erson.

Sch Emma

B** fast.

"
**

Brig Fannie, Ross, Havana, by Isaac Emery.
Sch Hattie Boss, I'oiaud, Havana, by Chase Bros
St Co.
!
Sch Lookout, Thornton, Baltimore, by M B Nick-

uu\e uevuwu suuiucu auciuion 10

8PRIno Bed ha- become

"

CLEARED.

Head

A Good

OX and after Oct. 8th, the Steamer
Daxiel Webstkr, t apt. A. Wood,
will, till further notice, leave Radioed
Wharf, foot State street, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, at 9 in the evening for Roek'and, I amden, Ihvfast. Sears|K>rt, Bucksport,
Winterport,
Hampdeu and Bangor
Leaver Bangor same mornings at 4 o’clock.
Fare from Port’and to Rockland,
#2 00
"
C atiuien,
2 00

ARRIVED.
Sch Exchange. Soule, l’hilade'phia.
Sch liannie Westbrook. Littlejohn. Boston.

Bark C B
Bros Sc Co.

ROUTE AGAIN.

THE
»

roar or Portland.

our

B XlST QrOR.

FOR

12.50

ON

__

|

IIOItM: FOK SALE.
of the best family horses iu the
county; dark
bay, sound and kind, fearless olloc«)iiv>tives and
cars, aud a superior roadster. Enquire at No. 5 Ceutral Wharf.
Oct. II—dlw

NEW YORK—Ar 9tli, brig Executive, Gorham,
Turk; schs Hampden Belle, Alexander, (non
Eh/abethport for Boston; Alpine. Bruy, do for do;
: Only .Sob, Johnson, Gardiner; Express. Wentworth,
Bangor; Acklani, Getcheli. do; l.dwaid, Cole, Ellsworth; Abaco, Fletcher. Provideuce; Avon, Park,
do; Elizabeth. Mitchell. Boston.
Cid 8th. batks Lamplighter, llarding, Gibraltar;
Winona, Pickett. Nap)*--.
Ar 9th. -hip- Charles Davenport. Kelley, Cagliari;
4b days; J P Wheeler. Gadd, Glasgow 112 days; LuCaution.
Bristol E; Reaper. Humphrey, Londou
THE undersigned would most respec*f\illy Inform i cinda. smith,
28 days: Carlos Magnus. Ashley. Liverpool 84 days;
the public that he is iu no way associated or con- !
Ocean Ranger, Averiil. Havana; barks Ocean Home,
nected with any other Kkllky or office iu BosHartimau, Fortress Monro**; Ramb er, 1 ackard, fm
ton, Portland, or elsewhere, and that Da. II. L.
Baltimore; brigs Iza, Thompson, Cardenas; AvauDA VI8 i» the only person authorized by him to
dale,
Dix. do.
Medicines in the above places. There- >
prescribe his should
Ar loth, (by tel) ship S Emerson, Smith, Liverpool
be ou tta ir guard against Medi- j
tore persons
St Peter, Cardenas; bark < hiitou, troin Havana;
cine- pu:{H>rting to be Ids. or ike lti«. as his genuine |
brigs Veteran,Dm <• rand Turk: Caroline, fm Zaza;
Medicine* are only to he had as above.
S A W Armstrong, fm AfT-vibo; S G Adams, fm New
J ( LAWSON KELLEV.
Orleans: Ade.'phia, fm Port Roy al SC.
Originator and Foui dor of the Analytical
PROYTDENCE—Ar 8th. sell Corinthian, Tspley,
8v stem and Practice of Mediciue.
Bangor.
oct loth, 1862.
( id 8th. sch Ceylon, Dodge, New York; Galena,
eod2w#

1

the office aforesaid.
October,
Appeals will be received and determined
by me, relative to aur erroneous or executive valuations or
enuruerationss by
the Assistant Assessors of the several assessment districts withiu said couutv.
NAtH'L G. MARSHALL,
,,
,,
cr ,,
11—If
A v*',,or

11th, and

HIGH WATER.
12.31 j Even’g

I
5 25

MARINE

practice.

j

NOTICE

15
18
18
22
18
22

(’nlirornin*

Saturday.October

it al inventor oftlte medicines used in that
Dr. II. L. Davis, the associate of Dr. Kellev, has
charge of and is proprietor of the Boston Office, No.
271 Tremont street, lie is the only person iu Boston
authorized to sell the true medicines made bv Dr.
Kelley. All persons who state otherwise are imposters. and not entitled to credit. No persons are in
no-(*eC'ion of any receipts or copies of receipts of Dr.
Kelley’s medicines, and no living man or woman can
legally or otherwise make them. The afflicted shoti’d
be particular to consult Dr. Davis, at No. 271. where
they wiil meet a gentleman and a skillful phvsician,
who wiil furnish the real medicines, from Dr. Kelley’s labtatory. Dr. Kelley cautious the public and
the afflicted against all who pretend to have his modclues, and against all so called d<>Q|or*t who try to injure the pubic, kill the afflicted, and damage the
business of a good physician.
No. 271 Tremont
Street is the only place.—Snndaf/ Etminy Eeprttt.
Dr. 11. L. Davis nia' becoi.su fed at bis office in
this city at No. 8 < lap’s Block, ou the second ThursoctlO iod2u*
day and Friday of each month.

|

EicIjm* Tax.
Collection District, Assessor’s Office.
I
Portland, October 1st, 1W2. (
is hereby given that the lists, valuations
and enumerations, made and taken within the
4
'ounty of Cumberland under the anthmitr of the
aet of (
ongreia* approved by the Pre'ident of the
tinted States, Juiy 1st, 1882. and known as the Excise Act,
may be examined at n»y office in Portland,
in ns id count v, on and after the fifteenth
day of October A. D. 1882, and on the
thirty-first day of said
at

MINIATIRE ALMANAC.

following happy

us

11
18

1

Du«. K kllf.y and Davis.—Dr. J. Clawson Kelley i« widely known, and particu'arlv in the New
England and Middle State-. Nearly thirty-fiv e years
yeaia ago he commenced the practice of medicine.—
Heist
of the analytical arietta* aadorigy

lived,

length,

we

SPECIAL

|

•

For

the editor of the Advertiser of late.

Ameri-

can schooner off Flores.
Tut: Tuiipiti'iie or the Daily Pkf.ss.—
Bro Lamton’s invitation to visit the
of
article
this
mendacious
to
To
print
reply any
they forfeit all the rights they ever hail to pro- | when commenting upon the articles of the cattle-show is tempting, and if we have four
tection under the Constitution,—as much, yea
Advertiser, would not lie to vindicate the podays next week that ice hare nothin'/ e/sc to
sitious of those articles, for not one of them
mure than the matt who murders his neighbor
look for us at Bridgtou. We w ould like
do,
i reads, or has a meaning, that is ascribed to it
forfeits his life.
x
T bv tlie Press. That pajier, w ith a nerverseuess to see the place where one of the neatest, raThese arc my views, and I i^lieve they are
informers ?
ciest, and most genial papers in the State is
that cannot but be dispised by all who read
That they would in large numbers protfer
right; and I would rather be right (as Mr. both papers, and so can appreciate the unfair- made.
ness practiced by the Press, utterly distorts and
their services on the promise of mere personClay said) than to he President.
The Boston correspondent of the Aumisrepresents our positions, and then bravely
You know I am not an office seeker; 1 only
al freedom, no one can doubt. Freedom is a
sets at work to expose and demolish those falsegusta Banner refers to Geo. Francis Train, as
gift which every slave hope* ard sighs for desire the welfare of my country; neither am '• hoods, with an air of triumph which seems as "the observed of many, aud the admired of a
1
for, and for till* alone they will break all other 1 wedded to party. I go for what I consider if the Advertiser were almost demolished. To few.” He further says, "he has a boyish look,
answer such a mental forger, would ben waste
tile
of
We
sustain
the
ties. We will not argue a question, which no
my country.
good
and is evidently somewhat inflated. He furI of labor, and imparting a consequence to him
President’s proclamation because we believe it
one will doubt.
wholly undeserved. We at tlrst ascribed his j nishes another illustration of the truth of the
That they would furnish an effective force i right, and constitutional too. It sustains the
perversions to Mi’i>i<lity of perceptions. But poet's saying, ‘distance lends enchantment to
we now believe it to lie no less mental ohllquithere is, we think, as little doubt.
On this
weak, and lilts up down-trodden humanity,
the view.’”
I ty, inseparable from his nature. All the favor I
point the pamphlet furnishes us with nu- which God arproves.
we ask of any honest mind, d,-irons ol knuwy The article which we publish to-day
merous evidences.
As early as 1779, Gen.
iug our positions, and the ground of them, is relative to the employment of negroes for war
From our Regular Correspondent.
Hamliulon wrote to Mr. Jay, President of
to read our paper, and then condemn or appurposes, was contributed by oue of the best
Letter from the State Capital.
prove as you may: but don't judge of us by
Congress, urging the enrolling of Africans in
minds of New England. We only w ish
legal
that
has
the
Arrests—RcProrost
Marshal
any
passed
representation
through
appointed
the army, and gave it as his opinion that they
we were at lilierty to give his name: it would
of
of
brain
the
the
Stolen
floods—Absentees
return!
poisonous
Daily
organism
of
cocery
would make as effective soldiers as white men.
Press. We shall proceed undisturbed by tlie j carry with it a moral power that would reach
ed—Moeements of Xine Months Regiments
They would learn their discipline as quick,
bowlings which our articles have produced in the hearts of hundreds who would fly into a
—Appointments.
and would he as brave. This opinion was conj tlie herd of alKilitiou propagandists, who give passiou at
Augcsta, Oct. 10, 1802.
I
any suggestion made by men whom
aid and comtort to such a concern. Those
firmed by the whole experience of the
Eiiitors Press:—Under General Order
war,
w ho find themselves cheated by it. w ill, by and
have been accustomed to regard as radithey
j
but by uo single event more emphatically than
No. 140, of the War Department, dated Sept.
by, render it and ourselves justice.—[Adver- l cals.
tiser loth.
by the Rhode Island regiment. In what has S 24, 1802, providing for the appointment of a
The town of Hutchinson, near Crow
been termed by coinpeteut judges the best
Wc have copied tlie above to show the amiProvost Marshal General, of tile War De! River, Min., in w hich the celebrated "Hutchfought battle in thi? war, that in Rhode Island
j able spirit of the gentleman who presides tiver
Aug. 29, 1770, this regiment, then recently vost Marshal in each State, Hon. Simeon Dra- I the Advertiser, and lias taken upon himself tlie inson Family” have large interests,—about sixmile* from St Anthony—has been overrun
raised, repelled a desperate attack, three times i per, ot New York, has been appointed Provost
guardianship of slavery. It was long ago re- ty
repeated, of an overwhelming force of Hes- ! Marslial General, and Col. Daniel Elliott, of marked that only “a galled jade winces*—only by the Indian raid, aud the Hutchiusons are
sians, and maintained their reputation for Brunswick, and U. S. Marshal, Charles Clark, “•a wounded pigeon Butters.” In ail our spor- | large loosens. They hope, however, so “Asa”
! informs us, that the difficulties will soon beovbravery and discipline to the end of the war.
Esq., of Portland, Special Provost Marshals ting experience we have never seen an excepcrcorne, and that their property w ill again posIf the Africans would be useful as soldiers,
for the State of Maine.
tion to this rule; we doubt if tlie above affords
I sess value.
serving in the ranks, they would be much
an exception.
It is tlie duty of Special Provost Marshals
more so as a medium of obtaining information
Died.—In Gardiner, October 8th, Captain
to arrest all deserters, and all disloyal persons
of the force and movements of the eneoay.—
Nathaniel Kimball, the veteran steamboat
Analysis of Soldier's Coflee.
subject to arrest under the orders of the War
As late as 1783, alter the conclusion of the
master of the Kennebec. Capt. K. commandOffice of hie State Assayeu, I
Department, to iuquire into and report treased the first regular passenger boat between
war, an act was passed Ity the Legislature of
Portland, Oct. 10, 1862. j
onable
seize
stolen
and
embezzled
practices,
j
This is to certify that I have examined,
South Carolina, giving freedom to the wife
the Kennebec aud Boston, the old New Engof
the
and
detect spies
property
Government,
microscopically, a sample of coffee, roasted
and child of a slave of Gov. Rutledge, who
land, that was lost by collision with a schooner
of the enemy, and perform such other duties
and ground, which was brought in on the tith
had been employed by him as a
near Boon Island nearly
inst.. and find that, whatever may he its comtwenty-live years ago.
as may be enjoined upon them by the War
spy, and this
was considered as a reasonable reward for inposition, that it is certainly not pure coffee.— He has been actively engaged iu the steamDepartment.
I am certain that it contains split peas, and
formation communicated by the slave at the
boat business, as master or managing owner,
To enable these officers to discharge their
probably chicory in large proportions. These ever since. His
ri«lr r»f hia lifia
age must have been not far
duties efficiently, they are authorized to call
if
used
to
the
articles,
freely, have, according
The President’s Proclamation will, if carfrom seventy.
of the best writers, a relaxing efon any available
military force within their re- testimony
fect. Further examination will be necessary
ried into effect in Its spirit, with vigor aud enrespective districts, or to employ the assistance to determine
definitely the other ingredients
ergy, prove the death blow to rebellion. Evof citizens, constables, sheriffs, or police offiBY
entering into its composition, but from all the
slave
that
seeks
our
ery
protection takes an cers.
light I am able, up to this time, to get upon tlie
-TO tiii:effective man from the rebels, and adds one to
subject, I believe the sample in question to be
The Special Provost Marshals in this State
to a mixture pul up by J. Grant,
our own force, and it is known that the better
analogous
EVE\I.\(; PAPERS.
have already commenced their duty. Some
under the label of West India Coffee.
the slave, so much is he more ready to
escape
H. T. Cfmmings, M. D.,
days ago Mr. Asa Turner, of Brookline, was
(Signed)
from the tender mercies of his master. He is
GUNBOAT EXPEDITION.
arrested and conveyed to Fort Warren, lor reAssay cr to the State of Maine.
therefore equal to two men enlisted at the
sistance to the draft, and yesterday, John L.
State of Maine—Cumberland, ss.—On
North. It would be hard if out of three and
Hunter, Esq., a lawyer in Gardiner, was qui- this 10th day of October, A. D. 1802, personGen. McClellan in Philadelphia.
a half million of slaves we could not increase
etly sent to the suine retreat, for discouraging ally appeared Ebeuezer Swett, and made oath
our force by 100,000 men.
We should unmen in Camp
Keyes, and endeavoring to in- that he personally delivered to II. T. GumNew Yoiik, Oct. 10.
doubtedly increase it much more. This would duce them to believe that
ming-. within named, the parcel purporting to
they were not legally be coffee, of which tlie analysis
Herald's Hilton Head correspondent of the
is found w ithin,
be equal to double that number enlisted at
holden to their enlistment, thereby creating
and that he took the same from the stores in
5tli states that an expedition under Gen. Braithe North. And that it will have this effect
tlie Quartermaster's Department of the 25th
dissatisfaction and disturbance among them.
maii, left there on the 1st in-t,, and arrived at
we may aarely infer from the exclamations and
the mouth of St. John's river, and opposite
at
Abraham
on
the
Lincoln,
He bud been “spotted for treasonable talk
regiment,
Camp
•creams of rage and terror from the South, aud
0th day of October, instant.
Mayport Mills on the morning of the 2d. The
before.
Before me,
P. Baknks,
troops were Immediately disembarked. The
from the opposition of the Northern sympaA quantity of embezzled goods belonging to
Justice of the Peace for said County.
enemy’s work, situated on Sl John's Blutf,
thizer* with the rebellion. Those who have
distant about eight mile-, commanded the
the Government wa* lately recovered, at Newbeen
in
favor
of
a
always
P. S.—The government contracts and pays
vigorous prosecution port. by Marshal Clark.
river, and Has a most formidable work of itfor cojfee.
of the war, aud of bringiug it to au early
E. Swett,
self, mounting niue guns of heavy calibre and
Through the labors of the agents appointed
completely surrounded by a thick undergrowth
Inspector of Subsistence Stores,
close, only complain that this Proclamation by the Governer 111 the different
of woods and marsh. It- only approach by
parts of the
Tweuty-tifth Regiment.
• •
has been too long delayed.
land was a causeway of about a mile in
State to look up deserters and alisentecs from j
commanded by the rear of the fort. A guntheir regiments, about five hundred men have
Tue Hutciiinsoxs.—This musical family
boat reconnoi-ance was made on the 2d inst.,
nr The Advertiser denies having institut- been returned or discharged.
without loss to our side. On the dd Col. Good
gave one of their pleasing entertainments at
ed a comparison between the southern rebelTlie regiments of nine months men at
Camp the City Hall last evening, and, notwithstand- took up the line of march for the Bluff, while
lion aud the revolution of 7<>. ami says:
the fleet
advanced up the river. On
“Abraham Lincoln” will leave Portland for
ing the rain, the audience was very fair lor his inarchslowly
Col. Good completely surprised a
“Yet the Press devotes a column to virulent
the seat of war next week—two of them at
sue.
of
The
and
ballads
were
chiefly
songs
abuse of us for making such comparison! Can
rebel cavalry camp, which on his entrance
least—and those at Bangor, and in this city,
a patriotic character, with a mixture of the
demonstrated a most disgraceful skedaddle on
reckless, bare-l'aced misrepresentation go iurwill go soon alter, probably. Anns and
ther?
The reputation, for truth, of even
equip- sentimental. “Little Dennett"—a child of not the part of the chivalry. Here two cases of
au angel from Heaven would be
Massachusetts breach-loading rifles, new* and
speedily ruin- ment* are expected daily.
over lour or live summers--was the trump of
a large quantity of double and single barreled
ed by sueh gross misrepresentations of our
The following appointments as supernumethe evening, and did not tail to bring down
shot guns were captured. leaving the camp,
position as are constantly appearing in the
Press,of which Ibis is but an example. How rary ”d Lieut*, or the 1st Me. Cavalry, have the house every time he appeared. The audi- Col. Good ami hb command pu-hed rapidly
on and surprised an infantry camp. Here, as in
been made since my last:
long, then, can Gilman's reputation, if lie has
ence seemed highly delighted w ith the simple,
the former instance, the surprise was most comany reputation for truth, stand sueh a test ?”
Sergt. Major Addison P. Russell. Boulton,
unartistic, natural performances of this excelplete. Large captures were made, consisting
We copied from the Advertiser the entire
Co. A; 1st sergt. Marcus A. Vote, Moutville,
lent family troupe. They sing in Lewiston
of new haversacks ami equipment- and all the
paragraph upon which we based our criticism
Co. B; 1st sergt.George Cowes, Augusta. Co.
this evening, and w ill sing again in this city on
enemy’s arms and ammunition. The rebels
and strictures. The reader w as thus enabled
left in such haste that theirdiuners were found
C; ht sergt. Andrew 11. Bibber. Eastport. Co. Tuesday evening.
to judge of tire fairness and justice of our rephot, but uutasted, on the tables. On the first
I>; sergt. ltosalvo E. Orcutt, Fort Fairfield,
alarm the rebel camps were entirely destroyed,
resentations arid comments. It seems to us—
Mr.
L.
whose
J.
arrest
at
Garuiwut
w.
Hunter,
VIW1II.UII,
and our forces again pushed on. The country
we hope we are mistaken—that the gentleF; 1st sergt. Ilenry S. Mclntire, Bumford. Co.
diner, lor alleged disloyal acts w as noticed yes- soon became marshy, and it was found necesman w ho owns and writes for the Advertiser,
G; Teterenary sergt. William F. Stone, Port- terday in the local columns of the Press, was sary to build a corduroy road for the howitzers.
This unlooked lor circumstances dew illfuly presumes
upon the incapacity of Ids
last winter and spring, the Augusta corresland, Co. II; 1st sergt. John R. Andrew s,Saco,
tallied our troops some time. The squadron
readers to .judge of the meaning of language,
Co. 1: 1st sergt. Charles W. Ford, Bristol, Co.
pondent of the Hoston Courier, and it was arrived within range of the fort about halland expects his arrogance to answer in place
from his pen, in the columns of that journal,
K : sergt. John P. Carson, Farmington, Co. L;
past three J in the afternoon and opened a
of reason; hut we assure him—unless we
brisk lire. Alter a severe shelling of half an
that loyal men in and out of the legislature,
sergt. Frank W. Averill, Dover, Co. M.
hour, and receiving no reply, the Cimerone
greatly misjudge the people of .Maine—that lie
were accustomed to receive regular drubbings
Skirmisher.
sent a launch ashore.
The men immediately
i» '(uni- as
imicu mistaken 111 mis os ne is ill
—as
regular us a mean of such irregular hab- ascended the Bluff, and entered tin* fort, when
Tiie “Lie” about the Governors.—As
it was found deserted. At ha 11-pa-1 -4 the stars
supposing tlutt we shall be disturbed by bis
its could make them. Though w e owe him
and stripes were triumphantly raised above
bombast and egotism, or be led by his scolding
we supposed and said, the false statement in
lor sf/tne of his refined (!) attentions, we do
the rebel works amid the deafening cheers of
to discover in his acts any
thing but the work- relation to the meeting of the Governors at not feel like exulting over his present misfor- our gallant
navy, until the arrival of Col.
ings of an ambitious, uncomfortable, restless, Altoona was made by Mr. Saltonstall. in Fau- tunes. We would infinitely prefer that he Good at 5 P. M.. who had successfully accomcuil
of
mischievous
Hall,
and
rot
Gov.
*d
his
and
arduous task without the loss of a
Bradford,
turbulent,
Mary- should have preserved his liberty by the ex- plish
by
perturbed spirit.
single mail. A man by the name of Parsons*
land. or by any other Governor,
in the Bosercise of a loyal spirit.
owner of the M ay port Mills, and a notorious
Senior Class Election.
ton Journal of tin* 9th inst. is a letter of correlad sympathizer* was captured, also three
from
Mr.
rection
in
which he says:
8.,
Postage Cliiuencv.— The Secretary of other citizens and a-mall boy, and they are
Bo who ix College, Oct. 9, 1802.
now held as prisoner* on board the Paul Jones.
I hasten to correct an error which was, ns
the Treasury has arranged to deliver the new
To the Editors of the Portland Press:
Oil the night of the Jd, the steam transport
w ill he readily seen, unavoidable on my part,
fractional postage currency from the olliees of
The following are the Class Day officers
do
Boston, ('apt. Johnson* was ordered opposite
| and which may
very great injustice to ail
chosen by the Senior Class:
parties referred to, especially to Governors the several sub-treasurer* and other deposito- the fort to Dike on board all the captured
A note has just been
ol public moneys, hut as there is no pubAndrew and Bradford.
ries
guns, ammunition, Ac. Most of the captured
Marshal—Alvah B. Dearbon, Ilarpswell.
received from Baltimore, stating “that which
ordnance are English rifle cannon of recent
in Maine, we learn that Colleclic
depository
President—William E. Green, Newport.
manufacture, and an immense quantity of
you took for a whs intended for no,as Gov. B.
tor Jewett has written to the Secretary of the
Orator—Thomas D. Beverage, Thotnaston.
says no formal proposition w as made for the
English conical shells were found, also small
removal of General McClellan at the meeting.
Treasury, tendering his gratuitous services to arm*. The fort will be immediate destroyed.
Port—Benj. F. Smith. Wiscasset.
1 regret exticutely that 1 should thus have
The following sick and wounded soldiers arthe Government, for the distribution of this
Chronicler—Horace B. Cheney, Lew iston.
been the unconscious agent for circulating an
rived here hist night on hoard the transport
currency, and Senator Fessenden lias also
[
Prophet—Kodolphus H. Gilmore, Leeds.
and
Daniel Webster:—J. <t>. Adams, 6th Me. Bat! erroneous statement,
trust that this will
1
written the Treasurer in relation to a supply
be considered an ample explanation by the
Otlist—Henry I. Jordan. Westbrook.
tery: ('. Carson, 10th Me.; L. Haverstumphif,
■ J l Me.: S.
for
Maine.
of
Governor
friends
AnGovernor
Lane* 10th Me.; \V. Johnson, 10th
Bradford,
Address at Tree—Thomas M. Given, Brunsdrew, and the public.
Me.; W. D. J. Spring, 10th Me.
wick.
The Oxford Democrat says Gen. McMr. Saltonstairs prompt correction is suffiCharles I*. Bell, Exeter,X. H..
Philadelphia, Oct. 10.
cient proof that lie intended no falsehood,—
Clellan, by his recent order.efl'ectually silences
IiiciiAUD W. Koiiinson, I'ortlaiul,: Com.
Gen. McClellan stopped at the Continental
tlie
would
case
a
but
that
he
therefore
not
made
a
Anokew li. Smith, Brunswick.
did
)
“lie,”
report
rosign.in
procsimply
Hotel last ldght, leaving tor the field by a
*
l
lamation of emancipation should lie Issued.
mistake. Is the Argus satisfied now ?
special train at 11 o’clock this morning.
Maraqcit.

has

only questions which could then arise
as to the policy of conciliating the
Africans,
were, first, were they williug to aid ns; and
second, would they make an effective force,
either in fighting in the ranks, or as spies and

unu

pit*

She had taken and

halemeu, aud also took

Advertiser asks

LLlA M SPAR ROW
Brown’s Block, Union street.
Portland, Oct 11—dlw

Havana.

Steamers, carrying Mails for Aspinwall,
md California, leave New York on the 1st,
list of each month.

copied from the Jour,
days since, and said we
should expect to see properly displayed in that
|taper.did promptly appear on Thursday mornWe cheerfully give the information.
ing.
“Give the devil his due,” is a maxim we never
knowingly disregard. It is upon this princi-

professional annoyance.
£y*The London Shipping Gazette of Sept.
27th learns that the rebel steamer Alabama,
Capt. Setnmes—formerly of the Sumter,—has
been creating havoc among the American
w

1

etc.

For sale br WI

Steamship Eagle sail* from New’ York 11th inst for
Havana direct.
Steamship British Queen sails from New York for
Havana via Nassau Xr, 13th inst.

of Commerce a few

he will sink under the

fever, exhaustion

the

Hyacinth’, Tulip*, Hocus Namin’,

First

kuropa.Boston.Liverpool.Oct.
'ityof Waahing’n.New York Liverpool.Oct.
lura.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct.
I'ema .New York
Liverpool.Oct.
"taxonia .New York.. Hamburg. ...Oct.
Persia.New York .Liverpool.Oct.
For

ADVERTISEMENTS.

DUTCH FLOWER BULBS.

'ity of Baltimore. New York Liverpool.Oct. 11
Anglo Saxon.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct. 11

readers that an item we

the Government

of hundreds.
The

Sy™ The

Express says private letter states that Gen.
Sigel is not in good health, and that if he (the
General) “is not shortly released from active
a

onereu

has

no

convicted in J

uly 1800,of breaking into the
house of Mrs. Richards, and sentenced three
years in the Slate Prison, has been pardoned
by the Governor and Council.
was

arriva™ere.
Tapiey, of the 2:)d,

vided for them on their

Philbrook of Calais, lias

assigned the Chaplaincy of the Maine 8th
regiment, now at Beaufort, and will resume
the pastorate of his society in Calais and St.
Stephens.

luiul and

Adjutant replied in

NEW

TO DEPART.

Ft lion-officer»—There are situated way
down in the hearts of every human being,
little fountains, and most strongly are the
fountains of my heart opened with thankfulness at the
receipt of this valuable and beautiful present. Gentlemen, the tongue fails to
pertbrm the duties required by the heart; for
certainly you have rewarded me with an uncommon honor, and the emotions of gratitude
which I now experience I cannot express.
Accept the warmest thanks of my heart. I
trust this present is appreciated by me in the
same spirit in which it was liestowed, and it
shall be my aim to so conduct myself that the
officers wiil not regret the action they have
taken.

been

may deem suitable and proper; that a
escort be engaged to meet tlie regi-

Oct
Australasian.Liverpool.New
Arabia.Liverpool.Boston.Oct

remarks:

and arguments.

military
ment at

The

pers and shaky patriots will find it less difficult to swear at, titan to refute,its propositions

Guf^or

lie

brain at the Glen

On the first page we give liberal extracts Irom Senator Sumner’s speech.
Car-

present and take such part in the ceremonies

tlie cause

opportunity

died of

arrival here (the precise time not yet ascerlie invited tube
tained); that the

try blit knows, unless blinded by predjudice,
that slavery is the sole cause of this cursed

Why not, then,

^yA special dispatch to the Boston Journal states that Charles E. Hall, master of transportation on the Boston A Maine Railroad,

propose that a public reception be given to
the regiment as soon as practicable after their

as

of the 23d Maine Regiment, to present to
you this horse as a token of our love and high
esteem for you.
You, Adjutant—and what I
say emanates from the heart of every officer—
possess all the attributes of a true and noble
soldier; your valuable services we have even
now learned to appreciate.
Unlike most of
us, you have had that experience we all so
much need. When our government llrst called
u|hmi her patriots to rally in defence of their
glorious stars and stripes, you was among the
llrst to respond to that call.
You have performed honorable service, and it is with feelings of pride that we can claim you both as un
associate and brother in arms.
Adjutant flail, with our kindest wishes and
most heartfelt sympathies, accept this noble
animal, and when he bears you on to the field
of contest, we shall feel confident that your
proud creature will bear a true and gallant
officer.
ccrs

Railroad Commissioner.—Allen Haines,

Under these circumstances the committee

can

they

rebellion.

could uot arrive here

and Oth.

ning.

Saturday, as a
public reception was to lie given them last
evening in New York by the Sons of Maine,
and another, perhaps, in Boston.

will us, most surely.
There is not an intelligent man in this coun-

them or

people yielded.
to

qycli

Presentation of a Horse.— Adjutant
SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
Hall, of the 2:3d Regiment Maine Militia, forMai’s are forward* d by every steamer in the reguar line*.
The steamers for or from
Liverpool call at
merly of the 6th Massachusetts Regiment, was
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, w hich call at
presented with a tine horse last Wednesday, at
Londonderry.
TO ARltTVX.
Camp Abraham Lincoln. The presentation j
25
speech was made by Capt. norace C. Little, of Lira.Liverpool.Quebec.Sept
reraia.Liverpool- New York Sept 27
’itvof New York.Liverpool.Quebec.Oct 1
Company B, viz:
Asia .Liverpool.Boston. .Oct 4
llaminonia.Southampton. New York...Oct 8
Adjutant Halt:—It does me honor, I assure
in
of
the
behalf
and
Line
OfKangaroo.’...Liverpool.New York Oct 8
Staff
you,
Field,
York.

Z3T™ -'fr- Carswell, the celebrated Canadian
Temperance orator, lectures in Bath this eve-

received:

ment

than

use

fewer lives lost, and the contest less expensive
than it was. But the large slaveholders opthis scheme,

was

of all the power and means that God has
put into his hands. 1 have not much sympathy with treason or traitors, whether it lie at
home or in the South. It is a ca.se of life or
death for us as a people. We must subdue

of

this advice been followed there

7th, Sth

following dispatch

the

Yesterday morning

emancipate the slaves
if he thinks it will aid him in putting down
the rebellion, and he is in duty bound to make
as

8 E LEC TE D

The York County Agricultural Society’s Fair came off at Saco, the past week, the

ble.

you or I, to abolish slavery In South Carolina
or in all or a part
of the slave States., llut

justice, or the restraints of
morals anti religion. And at that time as well
as the present, the importance of this
portion
of our population, both as a resource to ourselves, and an aid to our enemies, was fully
appreciated.
Tiie tirst publication on this subject, noticed
In this pamphlet, is that of the celebrated Dr.
Hopkins, a man equally noted for the sincerity of his faith, and the purity of his morals.
As early as 1776, he recommended ‘.hat they
should be emancipated as an act of justice,and
their aid to our cause be sought as an act of
policy. He advised then what is now done
by the President’s late proclamation. Had
than the

power,constitutionally,

no more

AND

Z'W“ J.D. Baldwin, IJsq., editor of the Worcester Spy, has been nominated for Congress.

Baltimore, Oet. 9.
To his Honor the Mayor—Tlie 7th Regi: ment Maine Volunteers will arrive in your
emancipation of negroes whose mastes are in city Saturday. They have been detailed by
the War Department on special duty for galrebellion against the !>est government in tlie
( has. D. Gilmore,
lant conduct.
world, is not far from being a traitor himself.
20th Me. Volunteers.
Major
cases.
Had
the
alter
secedCircumstances
for tlie papers in the
received
Intelligence
ing States remained loyal, there would have
afternoon led to tlie supposition that the regibeen no rebellion, ami the President would

peo-

temptation

original

rebellions Slates. A man that will not support
the proclamation of Abraham Lincoln for the

tion.
was

Reception of the 1th Regiment.

special meeting of the City Council was
held Thursday evening, at which a select committee, consisting of Aldermen I.urrabec, Putnam and Webster, and Counciluien Fox, Chadwick and Winship, was appointed to take such
measures as they might deem proper for a
suitable reception of tlie remnant of tlie glorious 7th Regiment. It was not known what
time they would arrive here, and tlie committee was clothed with power to proceed and
carry out such plans us they deemed advisaA

for New York.
Sept 30, lat 34 22, lou 70 15, brig Echo, (Yom Baltimore for Fence
No date, iai 26 22, Ion 85, brig Rainbow, from New
Jileai.s lor Now York.
No date, lat 35, lou 7553. brig Lanzaroite, Uarri*
man, tiom Matanzas tor Boston, 8 days out.

Block. CtKmi Sued,

Election in Ward Seven.
VOTICE is hereby given, that in pursuance of a
as warrant from the Mayor and A «leruien of the
city of Portland, the inhabitants of Ward Seven in
said city, qua‘ified to vote in the election of City Officers. will meet ot their Ward Kt*oiu in Biackett St.,
ou Thursday, the 16th day of «HMober Inst., at ten
o’clock in tin* ftnenooii, to give in their vote* t*>r oue
Alderman for said Ward, for the temainder of th©
current municipal year.

And the Aldeiiueu will be iu session at the Aider; men's Kooui iu the City Buildiug, from nine o'cloock
in the forenoon to one o'clock in the afternoon, on
such
each of the three secular days neat
day of election, and front thus* o’clock to five o'clock
<
iu the aftcruoou. on the last *»!'said three secular davs,
for the purpo«e of receiving evideuoe of th© qualification of voter* whose name* hare not beeu eutered on
tlw list of qtia)ifi<*d voter*.
J. M. IIHATII. City Clerk.
Per oitier,
!
td
Oct. 9th. 18*2.

preceding

Ottin* of the tffitted Matt s Muvtt riiiM anti I>i*btirsiiiK Ollim-,
be fouud iu

II. N.

Jo*e's

building,
Street, adjoining the l'o t Office.
WILL
SAM L
17th
Sept. 19th. 1862.

I

Lime

DANA, Cant.
Inf,
Mustering ami Disbursing Officer.
dtf

Gilt Frame*.
PORTRAITS OK LANDSCAPES of any
[MR
*ixe or style desired—Iate*t pattern* and best

workmanship—made

to

order bv

MORRISON A 00,26. Market Square

4

——■■

MATTERS ABOUT
The Rev. James

———

TOWN.

FROM KENTUCKY.

Pratt, D. 1)., of Chi-

cago, will officiate at St.

Stephen's Church,

Casualities

TO THE

in

the

Federal

Army. |

tomorrow.

Portland Daily Press.

^y" We are indebted to Turner's Express
for St. John papers, per steamer New Brunswick.

REBEL

jy* The funds which Lieut. Carpenter obtained from the International Bank, on a check
upon the U. S. Sub Treasury at Boston, have
to the

Book Auction.—This

evening Oct.llth

at

99

Chambersburg occupied by
of Stewart’s Cavalry.

Sale to com-

7 o’clock.

Attention is Invited to the notices of
Dr. II. L. Davis, the associate of the celebrated
Dr. J. C.

Kelley,
columns to-day.

w

hich will be

found

in

Clap's

Block.

His office is in

3000

Mercersburg

our

Rebels!

~

ry Mrs. A. P. Thompson will s|>cnk in
trance to-morrow at .1 and 7 P. M., in Sons of
Free social meeting at
Temperance Hall.
10 1-2 o’clock, A. M.

Harper's Weekly

Z&

ami Leslie's Illustra-

ted newspapers lor next week have been received at the bookstore of A. Robinson, No.
hi Exehatige Street.

Sudden Death

or a

Gov. Curtin pushing
i

Rebel

Troops

forward.

Scrip given in Payment for Hones. &c.
j

|

_

The

Bouse.—Yesterday

Enemy

cross

sit Hancock.

Gen.

BASK TREASCRE SAFE.

five iniuutes.

longed

We were informed that he be-

to the stable of Mr. Collins.

Accident.—Our venerable fellow citizen,
Mr. David Buxton, while
passing through India Street on
Wednesday, WiA struck by a
carriage and severely injured on the head and
one of his
legs. We are glad to learn that he
is now comfortable, and will
probably soon be
able to be about again.

Harrisburg, Oct. 10.
T.-JO I*. M.—Gov. Curtin has just received
the following dispatch from Col. McClutue, at

|

Chambersburg:
Mercersburg was occupied by Stewart's rebel cavalry to-day, ami they an’ now advancing
on
Chambersburg. They took horses and all
Other property they wanted at
Mercersburg,
ottering rebel scrip for it. They did no injury
to individuals that I have heard of.
The force
is estimated at 3,000. The retails are
eertainly

only,
Fessenden, will leave
on Tuesday, anil the 23d, Col.
Virgin, on Friday. The 27th, Col. Tapley, will leave one
week from next Monday. We understand the
aims for all the regiments will lie here
to-day.
25th,

The Ai.legh ani ans.—
the rain, the

Notwithstanding

Aileghanians had a good house
last evening, and their performances elicited
great applause. They will give a matinee this
afternoon at Lancaster Hall, for the accomodation of the children of the schools, at which
tlie admission will be ten cents. This
evening
they will give their last concert in this city

for the

season.

Secure your tickets iu season.
I

Mackerel.—The winds which have been
prevailing for some days past have driven innumerable quantities of mackerel in shore,
and tlie fishermen and others have been taking
advantage of it to reap a harvest. Capt. Ben
Willard, as usual, lias been among them, and
secured a large lot. The fish have been offered quite cheap In tlie market, and
anybody
afford to

now can

buy

thorn.

Considerable fun

was

yesterday morning,

street

excited in Middle

iu

witnessing

progress of a countryman with
ples in his wagon. One of the

untied,

and the

street.

A crowd

bags hail got
fruit was spilling Into the
of urchins followed, picking
as fast as they left the bag.

up the apples full
The countryman did not discover the accident
to the bag until he had lost half the
applet it
contained.

Flag Presentation.—A beautiful silk

flag, I (earing tlie stars and stripes, prepared
by the ladies of Portland, was presented yesterday afternoon, Camp Lincoln, to Co. A.
25th Maine regiment.
The company was
drawn up in double lines by ( apt. Jones, and
Kev. E. C. Bolles, standing between tlie lines,
presented tin* flag to Capt. Jones, in lielialf of
tlie donors, accompanying tlie
presentation
with some pertinent and handsome remarks.
Capt. Jones, iu behalf of his company, made
a brief but feeling response.
After tlie presentation, tlie ladies, who had taken charge of
tlie barracks, spread a table most
bountifully,
with ail the good things of tlie season, to which
all tlie staff and lie" officers were invited, and
who did ample justice to tlie feast
spread for
them. Three cheers were given for tlie Portland ladies. Several of tlie companies of tlie
regiment were also invited to partake, and
there seemed to be enough for tlie w hole
regiat

ment.

Bi’rolary—Arrest of the Robber.—
dwelling house of Mr. S. P. Gowtdl. in
Cape Elizabeth, was broken into on the 3d

The

insL, and a gun, pistol and some
clothing were stolen. The police

articles of
of this

city

informed of the matter, and Deputy
Marshal Ileald took it iu hand. He fouud the
pistol at Dolan's store, and through the lad
who had sidd it to Mr. Dolan discovered who
tlie robber was.
Yesterday he succeeded in
arresting him iu tlie woods at Cape Elizubeth
oil the road to tlie Oeiku House.
The man
were

made

tight,

and

had to be ironed.

was

very savage, so that lie
He is a Portuguese civinrr

Broncas Ocenie, ami has been loafing round in Cape Elizabeth for some weeks.
He is sus|>ected of committing other robberies
his name

as

which have occurred in that

locality.
being recognized by the lad to whom
sold the pistol, he acknowledged that

After
he had
he was

the

oue

who broke into Mr. Cowell’s house.—

He

was

locked up for examination.

Funerai.

Lieut. Twitchell.—Feneral services were performed
yesterday forenoon
ok

the remains of the late Win. F.
Twitchell,
Senior Lieutenant of the 5th Maine

over

Battery,

his late residence in Chesnut Street. The
body was in a handsome polished metaHc casat

ket, on which was a beautiful silver plate bearing the following inscription :
WILLIAM F. TWITCHELL,
5th Battery, Me. Vols.
Shot at the Battle of Bull Bun, Aug. 30, 1852,
AGED 85
{EARS.
lie fell by the side of his guu—a Brave and (ialiaitt
Soldier.
The casket was decorated witii
crowned with wreaths and flowers.

flags

and

Tin; services were performed by Rev. noratio Stebbins, ot the 1-t Parish
Church, wiio
made some pertinent remarks in relation to

the solemn occasion which had brought such
crowd

together. He then read portions of
tlie scriptures.
Montgomery’s beautiful hymn,
“Who are these in bright array,” wa» then
sung. Prayer followed. The remains were
then placed in the hearse, which was
draped with
flags, and, escorted by a battalion from the 23d
and 25th Maine regiments, under command of
Capt. Jones, was taken to the Crank Trunk
depot, from whence it was conveyed to Bethel,
a

where it will be interred.

of this gallant hero!

Harrisburg. 10f/i, 8 /*. if.—Gov. Curtin Is
pushing troops up tire valley.
Harrisburg. 10th, 10 /’. if.—Despatches
just received from Shippensburg confirms the
news ot tire occupation of
Chambersburg.
now

Tlie advance rebel force consisted of 1OJ0

airy

aud six

pieces

of

cav-

artillery.

FROM WASHINGTON.
_

CESSATION OF

Reprimand

Oliangea

and

INDIAN HOSTILITIES.
of Lieut. Smalley.

Assignments

in the

Navy.

THE NEW POSTAGE CURRENCY.

the

load of ap-

a

Col. McClume and Provost Marshal Kimmel
have just gone two miles from the town to
meet the rebel commander.
Nothing can lie
done except to surrender. We look lor the
whole force in half an hour. They crossed
the Potomac at Hancock, and came over the
country to the Pittsburg Pike.
The deposits of the Chambersburg Bank
have not been returned Irom New York since
the late raid.

Peace to the ashes

Washington-. Oct. 10.
J-ihn Ross, accompanied by Commissioner
of Indian Affairs Dole, and Col. Coffin,
Super-

intendent of the Southern Indian
Divisions,
tiad a conference with the President this afternoon, on business connected with the Cherokee- and other Indian tribes.
Through tiro contributions of the people, in
response to the apjx-al heretofore made, tbc
medical department has been
supplied with
immense quantities of lint and dressings, and
therefore no more are at present required.
Gov. Evans of Colorado, is here is order to
make arrangements lor the protection of that
1 erritory Irom Indian depredatiousatud
guarding the overland route, by which the people
are furnished with domestic
supplies.
Intelligence was received to-day inofficial
quarters, that the Sioux Indians in Minnesota
have ceased their hostilities, aud w ere surrendering, and further that tin- military authorities
were at the latest accounts
severely punishing
the most prominent of the guilty parties. Tlie
entire number of warriors does not exceed
eleven hundred.
First Lieut. Eugene A. Smalley, of the Marine Corps, was tried last month at Norfolk on
tlie charge ol absence, without leave from his
station at Go-port Navy Yard. Tlie court
found him guilty, and sentenced him to he
reprimanded in Genera] Orders by tlie honorable Secretary of the Navy. The decision ou
this sentence has required serious consideration on tbc part of tlie
revising power. The
Secretary in his general order says if it were
not eon firmed, tlie officer connected would alimmNimt'iii

lor

an

onence

which a majority ol' military
tainly regard as of a very

men would cergrave character,
particularly when committed in time of war,
at u station hut recently in the
possession of
the enemy and still in the vicinity ol hostile

operations. The court have adverted to no
palliating circumstance* in explanation of the
lenity oi their sentence, ami on reviewing
their record 1 can perceive none
except the
plea of limited experience of the duties of an
officer urged by the accused in his defence.
This sentence, unaccompanied by any comments, is not calculated properly to enlarge
the limited experience ol a young officer, or
give him correct notions of the importance of
discipline, but it would tend rather to mislead
him. i am constrained, therefore, in confirming it. to accompany this reprimand of Lieut.
Smalley with an admonition u> him and other
young officers of the corps to regard the sentence in this case as indicating the true char-

of the otieiice committed.
Lieut. Commander Scott lias been detached
from the steamer Florida and ordered to return north.
Midshipman Huntington has been
appointed acting ensign and ordered to the
I’acilic squadron. Lieut Commander Walker
lias been ordered to join the
Mississippi flotilla.
Commander Guest lias been detached from the
Moasko and ordered to return North. Commander Geo. Kodgers bas been detached from
tile Tioga and ordered to return North. Commander Clary will relieve him on the Tioga.
Commander Barrett has been detached from
duty as inspector of the N«*w York Navy Yard
and will Ik.* relieved by Commander BaJivin.
Commander Beaumont and Lieut. Steele have
been ordered to the steamer Florida.
The National Bank Note Company have
got
the daily delivery of postage
currency up to
$47,000, and it is understood it will reach
$50,000 by the early part of next week. The
total amount already delivered is
$1,155,000.
The order from the War Department of
Aug.
last has been modified,
by substituting the
word supernumerary instead of
incompetent,
as characterizing the officers to be
mustered
out of service, on tin*
disbanding of the 57th
Pciiusyvania and b7th New York volunteers,
the men having been transferred toother
regiments from the same States, under the direction of the General commanding the
army of
the Potomac.
Dr. J.is. King, Division
of the
acter

Surgeon
Pennsylvania Reserve Corps, was to-day relieved to‘assume the position of
Surgeon General of Pennsylvania, to which
place he has
been appointed by Gov. Curtin, vice Dr. 11.
H- Smith resigned. Dr.
King has been for
over a year in the field, and is
regarded by the
one

army
of Surgeons.
as

of the

Enomy.

Fortress Monroe, Oet. S).
The flag of truce steamer
Metainora, from
Aiken’s Lauding, brings no news.
Grier
Capt.
Tallmadge, Quartermaster here,
is ill with jaundice, and is n it expected to live

GOUUB, ESQ.,
Monday Evening Next, Oct. 13,

THE
ing

'HALL,

the follow ing extract of a recent speech:
As to tlie right of the President to issue it
how can there be any doubt? The rebels are
waging war against us with envenomed fury,
and with every engine of warlare, honorable
and dishonorable, which they can command:
using their slaves, not only in the field and the
camp, Imt on their plantations to support them
while they go out to tight. They are in effect
domestic garrisons scattered over the South,
caring for the plantations and forwarding supplies to tile fighting men. if these garrisons
can lie detached from the enemy, is it not lawful, desirable, nay, most important to detach
them? May we not take for means and ends
of war all the material of the
enemy, their
horses, their cattle, and why not their slaves ?
It a general finds a thousand horses
drawing
supplies to a rebel camp lie takes them without
scruple, and with the approval of all hut rebel
hearts; if he finds a thousand slaves bearing
like supplies upon their shoulders, does not
the same rule allow him to take them also?
If an English general were besieging an Indian city, and a portion of its people were necessary to the subsistence of its inhabitants,
might lie not justifiably entice them away and
thus force the city to surrender? If an American general were marching into Canada,
might
lie not properly call on all Canadians of American birth and sympathies to come over to him ?
So with our generals warring for our national
existence; if the slaves are necessary to the
subsistence of the rebels, while they light, the
slaves inav be detached, ouelit to l>e detached
will be detached. So mi vs the President in his
proclamation, and let all the people sav amen.

ECT-~Oratory

and

Doors open at 6, Lecture to

clock.

House, he

INVITE ATTENTION TO THEIR

premises.

FOR SAFE.
undersigned offers for sale, cheap, the

Eloquence*

commence

the

on

now

Please call and examine lor
d8w
Aug. 30.

ciation.

Tenement, No.

JONES,

occupies,
C'untlierlatid and Parris Streets.

Under the auspices of the Mercantile Library AssoSUB J

Double

L.

ootDeodSw

—

CITY

ELIZABETH

Apply

_

NEW

C. W. ROBINSON &■ CO.

House lor Sale.
Westerly Half of the
17 WaterviDe Street
THE
to

—

B.

AT

D R Y GOOD

the

on

STOCK OF NEW DRESS GOODB
—fob-

Dwellot

fall AND WINTER.

corner

yourselves
C. P.

KIMBALL.

they HAVE all the

House to LfL
Street, is

Tickets 25 Cent*, 6 Tickets for $1,00.
Tickets to be had at the Bookstores In Kxchange
Street, and at I’aine's Music Store, and at the door.
Per order of the Lecture f ’oinmittee.

—AND—

Choice Stylos

JAMES FURBISH.

August 9th, 1862.

Cooper's Shop

LANCASTER HALL!

AT

to Let.

POSITIVELY TWO NIGHTS ONLY !

To I,«*t.

FRIDAY AMD SATI RDAY EVENINGS, OCT. 10-11,

commodions 'hainhcr in
THE
of the
brick block,
Milk
ner

new

the

northerly

LOW

PRICES.

Ji E M OVAL.

cor-

of Lime and
the market. Kent low
orner

Streets, directly facing
at office of
OCEAN INSURANCE CO„
dtf
Sept. 15, 1882.
NqpU Exchange St.

Enquire

VERY

Corner of Congreaa end Preble Street*.
October 2. 1882.
4w

Commercial Street, head of Hobson's Wharf
lu.juire of J. II HAMLEN,
office on Hobson’s Wharf.

ON

the 8Eason,

of

tf

Oct 7—td

;

Fabrics

e w

DWELLING-HOUSE, No. M Free
to be let, and
possession given
immediately. The premises may be ex*
I a mined at any time. For further particLulars apply to

at 7A
3 o'-

i

EDWIN A. .YfARRETT,

Retail

TENEMENTS WANTED.

Dealer
IN

A NTED—Con venient tenements for the
accommodation of two small families, in
respectahlo localities, and within ten minutes’ walk of the Post Office. Rent not to
exceed from 8160 to 175 per annem.
Address Box 42, Post Office, or
apply at the Counting Room of the Daily Press,Fox Block.
Portland, June 23.
diatf

MW

FOREIGN AND DOME8TIC
1

OKY
TJEOS

leave

GOODS,
inform the

to

publn. that he haa re-

”"n'5ht,^“re°rb,,,i,le“ *° "** D,,W' ,p*d°“
^o. 1 Codman T31ock,

aid

MERCHANDISE.

temple street.

IVKolatwen.
OSI/'k HITDS Muscovado Molasses,

AtJU 90 do Clayed
early importation. For

sale bv

o

Concerts,

would must

Two More

TUBS Prime, for sale by

O

Entertainments,

ADAPTED

FALL AND
lie most
ronage.

WEEK8 k CO.

J. F.

of

Desirable Goods,

and
—

Vermont Butter.

respectfully aunounce

the dates above-mentioned.

On

large additions

corner Long Wharf
*ept28—d3w*.

and

tw

made

New

GEORGE aS. HUNT,
and Commercial street.

In

returning their grateful thanks to the citiaeua
sojourners In Portland Tor the liberal patrouage
extended to them, and the hearty manifestations of
approval bestowed on their efforts during their first

Having

TO

—

WINTER WEAR,

re.pectfbilj solicit*

a share of public pate-l25isdkw4w

Lumber.
I

RETAIL^

WHOLESALE AND

4jrwWUto
"jV/vA./

FEET gang-sawed, Seasoned
ADMISSION, 25 Cts. Children, 15 CD. ;
Hemlock Boards.
At the last accounts Gen. Gilbert’s forces
river a force of from one hundred to three
U>“C’OHCKRT COMMK.M KS AT 8 O’CLOCK100,000 feet rough-edged Hemlock Fence Boards, at
were in the rear ol the rebels and some dishundred men, under command of Capt. BreckM
84
feet.
For
I
sale
bv
per
tance below them.
162 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.
inridge, gone for the purpose of engaging the
J. II. HAMLEN',
Military exigencies require the suppression i guerillas near Duck river shoals. These men
auglodAwtoctH
Hobson's Wharf.
of details. No further accounts of losses on j have volunteered in this
within
the
vicinity
H. C. LOVELL A SOM,
either side have been received.
last three weeks. At Purdy. Capt.
Wanted.
Afternoon, at 3 o'clock.
Fielding On
Louisville Is in great excitement respecting
durst has a force of eight hundred volunteers.
For the accommodation of Schools, Families, aud
Sixoreijrht Shook makers immediately to work
Having purchased the stock of
the late of our soldiers in the (lending battle.
In Tishiniugocounty, Mississippi,another man
on Dressed .Shook, to whom
steady employment will
j Children.
be given, and the highest prices paid.
Capt. Oldershaw, Jackson’s adjutant, is on
has five hundred men for the lederal cause.—
It.
a O WELL.,
CHILDREN TO MATINEE, ONLY 10 CENTS.
the w ay hither from Burdstown, w ills the reA Capt. Jones has just obtained authority to
A. P. MORSE.
Apply to
And taken the utore
mains of Gens. Jackson and Terrell, and Col.
recently
occupied by him, would
Oct.
6—lw
issist in forming a regiment to rendezvous in
sepSO—dftwlm
Boston. Mass.
invite the attention of Mr (iowelPa tenner cuatomWebster of the 118th Ohio.
I
I era, aa well aa their own frieuda and the
middle Tennessee. He has within the past
public, totha
A special dispatch from Louisville to the
lour months recruited two full companies irom
New York Herald, says; Buell has gained a
NEW
AND
H.
SEASONABLE
o
Hardin
Cattle
m
which
Show
are now at Nashville in
ami Fair.
|
oval.
county,
signal and decisive victory. Bragg is used up. ! iciive service. He claims that Hardin county
Which they have just added, to their former well relected atoek.
has now one thousand men in the federal serThe
C. D. II It OWN,
Annual
tP'Xo trouble to ahow gooda: call and aee before
Exhibition
vice.
I
have
no
doubt
a brigade of three
The Gallant Seventh Maine en route for home.
purrha*inr elsewhere.
thousand loyal men and true can he raised in
-OF TUB
HAS RKMOVED TO
Au/ »th, IMS.
dtf
short time in this and the aiyoinitig counties.
& Hor- NEW STORE, No. 3 t'NION WHARF,
Authority to raise such a force has been given
THEIR BATTLES AND NUMBERS.
to a General Butler, in Mississippi. Let it be
< ’opartnershi p Notice.
Where he will continue the
•
remembered that General Butler, in the
great
»nd A M. BURTON bare
W
ill
be
held
at
ot
T
n_nLLKB!tOWNcity
rebellion, ha> been able to find his
A Reception to be given them in New York.
Flour, Produce and ProvUion Business, ! 9J • tin* day formed a copartnership under the
thousands of men w illing to become federal
name
B
soldiers.”
AS HERETOFORE.

3Dry Groods Store,

A GRAND MATINEE!
Saturday

j

|

GOODS,

Thirty-Second

j Cumberland Agricultural
ticultural Society,

IUTJGTON,

New York, Oct. 10.
The 7th Maine regiment. Col. E. C. Mason,
isen route for home, by order of the Secretary
of War, to recruit its strength and numbers.—
It will be stationed at Fort Preble, at the entrance of Portland harbor.
This regiment has lx*en in ten hard fought
fights, viz: Lee's Mills, Yorktown. Williamsburg, in Hancock’s famous charge, Mecbanicsville, Golden Farm. Savage's Station, White
Oak Swamp, Malvern llill, South Mountain,
Antictam.
The regiment will number on reaching New
York, about 173 men able to march. The estimated strength of the regiment, including
sick and wounded, is about <M0 men.
( apt. J. \\ Chauuiug, Co. E. and Lieut. J. i
E. Walker, Co. 1), of this regiment, reached
New York this morning, and are at the New
England Rooms. They relate many touching
ami heroic incidents, which the buttered ap- ;
pearance of their colors will confirm.
The sous of Maine ill this city are determined not to permit these brave representatives
of tlieir State to pass through the city unnoticed. No regiment in the service has a nobler
record, and it is to bo ho|>eU that it will find
no reason on its way home to believe that
there is any lack of appreciation of Its bravery.
A meeting of the sons of Maine will be held
this afternoon, to arrange an appropriate reception for this brave but skeleton regiment.
FROM

Brighton.

CALIFORNIA.

Receipts of Gold from the Mining Districts.
San Francisco, Oct. 9.
The market is without interest except that
there is a lair jobbing trade. Importers Unit
it difficult to force sales at anything like current rates.
Many goods now arriving via tlie
Isthmus are under instructions to sell and remit gold by return steamer. The consequence
is a general distrust and depression
regunling
tlie future of the market for leading si a
The proposals said to be urged at Washington
for raising ten thousand cavalry in Calilornia
is regarded here as impracticable, il they are
intended to enter tlie service before the fall of i
lsig;. They could not start across the plains
before April or May, arriving in Missouri iu i
July or August iu a worn down and half
starved condition.
Ten thousand cavalry
horses would cost in California twice their
value in tlie Eastern States.
San Francisco, Oct. 10.
Tlie stringency on the tnonev market is in- I
creasing. Bank accommodations are 2 per

lies.

|

j

cent.

Mining, in which much speculation has prevailed, constituting the principal cause of the
present money pressure, has declined materially. Tlie latest sales of Ophir were at three
thousand dollars per foot, showing a decline of
seven hundred dollars, iu the face of increasing dividends. ^
Exchange on New Yoik was II 1-2 a IT 1-2.
Discount sterling exchange was tlie same as

1

Rebel Vessels Running the Blockade.
New York, Oct. 10.
Nassau papers announce the arrival on the
2d ult., of the steamer Leopard, from Charleston, fS. C., with a cargo of cotton, rice. Are., to
the secesh firm of Addley & Co. The
Leopard
reports that soon alter leaving Charleston she I
heard firing, which is supposed to have been
directed toward the steamship Hero, as this
vessel was expected to leave about tlie same
time. Her fate is uot yet knowu.
!

j
j

New York Market.
New York, October 19.
Cotton—mere active; sales 3000 bales at 66«57 for !
middling uplands.
Flour—stall'and Western excited and 10c higher;
superfine Stale 5 00 o 5 76; Extra Stale 6 97 a 26;
Round Hoop Ohio « 40 il 6 50; Extra Western 5
OO.aj |
665; Southerns o 10c higher; Mixed in good 6 Flo
«05; Fancy and Extra ,00 a 825; ( auada 5 « luc
higher: Extra Old a 8 00.
wheat— 2o3e better; Chicago spring 1 lli a 1 23
Milwaukee chib 1 20 o 120; low a amber 1 20
128;
Winter Red Western 132«13S; Amber Michigan
1 30 a 1 40; Wliite Miciiigan 1 50 o 1 55.
Corn—lc higher; Mixed Western 03 o 64; for shipping. 66 (a 02; tor eastern 48 a 55

Heel—quiet.

firmer;

mess

Plowing .Match

12 60 S 12

on

|

AS

WOO.

USUAL,

At this

Fire at Farmington.—On
Saturday afternoon last, the stable of Mr. I. H. Edwards,
jn Anson Street,
together with its contents
mine (i or 8 tons of liay was
entirely consumed
iy fire.—[Patriot.

Season

MERCHANT

75, !

Sugars—active and j AT better; New Orleans 81
n 124; Muscovado
8} a 9}; Porto Rico 9} a lo.
Coffee—firmer; Rio 24 a 24$.
Molasses—firm; Clayed Cuba 28; Porto Rico 48;
Muscovado FI; Hatbadoes 42.
Freights lo Liverpool—w ithout decided charge.
Wool—firm; sales 20,U00 lbs flue fleeces at 58a65.

You

Near
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A

STOCK
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—

Ship
JOHN

g
1*50
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want an
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Middle Street,

easy

fitting and genteel hat try the

AMI DON
seplo—6w

SHAW’S,
HAT.

—

Crack
25 h

a

J.

HALE.

to

< mudstone*.

For

j

receive the

PTRUT-TT

The

proprietor
ments to enter

a

general assortment ot

I* Ij um
fCater

OPFICR
1

B E 11

Proposals will be received at this office
SEALED
until the tifteeuth dav of October current, at

for ftirnisbing the United States Courts with
Lehigh Furnace Coal, for one year from the fifteenth
day of October, A. D. 1*«3. The Coal to be of tho
best quality, free from slate and dust, and to be put

s,

Closets, Urinals, force and Suction Pumps,
Bowls, Silver Plated 4 Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.

All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water
up iu the best manner.
All orders iu city or country personally attended to

set

JOHN BOND.

B. D. MERRILL.

augldly

>

into the basement of the Custom House Building. In
Portland, in such quantities and at such times a* tho
Marshal of the District of Maiue may direct. Proposals to be endorsed—"Proposals for Fuel for U. 8.
Courts." and addressed to the United States Marshal for the District of Maiue.
CH AISLES ( LARK. U.S. Marshal.
Oct. 1.
dedtl5th
District of Maine.

MANHOOD-How Lost! How Restored!
Just

Apothecary,
PALMER’S
I. I UBS.

Sheet Gutta Percha for

CRUTCHES,

AND
,

Apple Pie..6 Cucumbers,.8 |
Onions.8 !
Squash,.8

JL well ami William S.
William S. Bradbury A
mutual consent.

Buxton, Sept. 20,1802.

Bradbury, under the firm of
Co., is this dav dissolved by
JOS. DCNN hLl,
W. S. BRADBURY.

sep2308w

a

sealed

Envelope.

LECTURE ON THE NATURE, TREATMENT
AND RADICAL Cl UK of
or
Seminal Weakness. Involuntary Emissions. Sexual
Debility, and Jiups-ditncnts to Marriage generally.
Nervousness, Consumption. Kpilepsv and Mis; Mental and Physical Incapacity, resulting from SelfAbuse. Ac—By ROUT J ClTVER WELL, M. D..
Author of the Greer Book, Ac..

V

Spermatorrhea

‘•A Been le TbwaawasU of Saffierern,**

SPECIMEX

Splints,

FOR

SALE.

LIMBS MAY BE SEBX AT

373 Congress Street,
aug4dif

Portland.

W. II. KENNEY A < 0„

seal, in a plain envelope, to any address.
on receipt of six cents, or two postage
stamps, by Dr. CH. J. C. KLINE. 127 Bowery, New
York, Port Office, Box, 4686.
is4mdAw
June 23
sent under
postpaid,

Photograph!?

OUR

WANTED.

MEATS OF ALL KINDS,

Poultry, Vegetables, Country Produce,

4c.,

No*. 2,4A6 Warren Market, Portland.
W. H.

KENNEY,

Goods A Chemical*.

stock In this department is compute, eonprising svery article used in the art.
MORRISON k CO
26. Market Square.
)une24dtt>*3t

DULIU IN

Dissolution of eopartni'i-sliip.
rilllK copartnership existing between Joseph Dun-

in

-ALSO,-

run ins as.

Open every Suudav from 8 to 1. and from 2 to
6 o’clock.
ju!29dtf

published,

PRICE SIX CENTO.

L. II. TITCNMIB,

ARTIFICIAL

U. S. Marshal, )
District of Maine,
Portlaud. October 1, 1802. )

oftbk

noon,

Bath Bitiler*. H’ash

I. D. MERRILL.

NEW

GROCERIES,

71 Fit It 11,1. A 4 0.,

I. D.

prof-

YORK, PHII.AItELTHIA. BALTIMoKKand WASHINGTON. and to all parte of
the WEST end SOUTH and NORTH WEST. via. all
the most popular routes and at the Uaerst Boston
rates, for sale by
W. D. LITTLE. Agent.
Oot. 2.
dtf
Office 31 Exchange 81.

TO

at Wholesale and Retail
IIis old friends and customers are invited to give hin» a call.
[augftO 3in

a

haring made temporary arrange-

THKOFUII TICKETS

prime

FAMILY

wTADr

upon other business in a neighboring
State, immediately oflbra the stand, good will, kc.,
at a bargain, if disposed of soon.
Address Box 1964, Portland P. O.
aep29dtf

Street, Portlmd,

hand

Sale,
IPnTUVrik'V

Established, well located, and doing

J

JOHN PI RINTON,
on

1Q.C

itable business
]ON(i

-AGENT FOR-

Coffee..8 Tea.6
Draught Ale,.5 Porter. 8

A

FAMILY GROCERY STORE.

Keeps constantly

PORTLAND, ME.

APOTHECARIeIT.

TO

en-

Sept. 22. tf

Fore

Soap Stone,

Monumental Work and

Caraer af Pearl and Federal Stas*

Application can bo made at the Captain's quarters
at Camp Abraham Lincoln.

>©. 183

Free Stone,

Jr23tf

more men

They will

THOMPSON,

prepared to receive order* for

Marble,

Company F,

Regiment, Capt CHASE.

Work.

Marble Chimney Piece*,

CITY BOUNTY OF $75.00

FARE:
OBJMtB.
Beef Steak.
25
Ham ami Lggs,.25
Fried Mackerel,.15
**
Codfish..15
44
Halibut.15

RELISHES.
Tomatoes.6

K.
I»

Street

dtf

Marble

Me.

few

Exchtinxc

S3

Sept. 27.1862.

Long Wk’f,

JOSEPH

for Fall

open

Army Regulations.

BLOCK,

YEATOX,

TACTICS,

HALE L. DAVIS,

and Cabin Stores,

ffMiere is an opportunity for
I list in the

|

IJRISKS.

leading styles

NEW EDITION OF

CASEY'S U. S.

ATTENTION !

BOILED.
Cold Pr’d Corned Beef, 18
Beef’s Tongues,.18
Mutton Chop,.18

Squash Pie.8
j Mince Pie,.6

IVew Works !

•.•Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
and purchasing Cargoes and Charters for vessels.
d&w*>in7
August 2, 18*12,

Mutton, with
Caper Sauce,. 25
Boiled Ham,.18

PASTRY.
! Custard Pie,.6

AXD DEALERS I!l

I *oi*t lit ii 11,

EXTRA DISHES.

Boiled

patronage of the publie.
ANSEL LOTUROP. Agent.
Portland. Sept. 80,1862.
.12m

My

merchants,

MO CL Toy'S

Proprietor.

OF

patch.

can

Corner Commercial SI. and

PORTLAND.

HILI*

PARC FAS. Packages, and all otbar
article*
aeut
by Expraaa
will be forwarded between thia city,
and all part* of the Provineea, with

asually

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

and 16 Exchange Street,

BOAST.
Roast Beef..25
Roast Lamb..1*
Roast Chicken.21
Broiled Chicken,. 87

dtf

St. John, K. H.,
de*
Toe aubacriber tolicita the

SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS !

saloon.

AMOS SMITH.

Olotbai,

prepared to make them up >1 abort mUm.’
Call and Sec,

Turner's American Express.

GOODS

reason

Veatings!

nil) a**ortraeut of

AT No. 06 EXCHANGE STREET.

YEATOX A HALE.

From many years’ experience in making selections,
he claims that the market doe* not aiTord wore

H

And it

—-

BOSTON,

city,

Pantaloons and Vests.

Vrrvj

a

Military

I have as good a run of enstom as any establishment in the
and the locality the very best.—
Terms easy and determined to sell. Addr sa Box
2170, Portland 1*. O.
s<-pt23tf

—

wear now

other

FROM

AND

large and well selected Stock of

Also

Worth .Wore than Coat!

for

and to serve them faithfully against I
Established for Officers and Soldier*. wounded or
ill their enemies. Whoever seeks to sow dis- j disabled
by sickness contracted while in the service
j
of the United Mates, iu the line of
ontent among you, by any means whatever,
duty.
s a« much
your enemy as the rebel army you
Pensions
lave so often and so
successfully encountered.” ! Procured for widows or
children of < ifficer* and SolA Hii-pi.e in Church Tranquility.—The ! diors who have died while in the service of the Uu>
funeral convention of the Protestant Episcopal 1 ted Mates.
Prize Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay c<*
■hurcli, in session in New York, experienced
lected for Seamen and their heir*.
ome considerable
last
w
and
Fees,
for each Tension obtained, Five Dollar*.
agitation,
eek,
nade for itself a singular record. Hev. Mr.
All Claim* against the Government will rece
attention.
irunot ot Penn.,otrered resolutions
requesting j prompt
Tost Office address
he house of bishops to set forth, lor the use of
SETH E. HE EDI
he convention at its present session, a
sjiecial
bnn of prayer, asking the Divine
Augnata. Me.
forgiveness
(Office No. 9 State House.)
br our national transgressions, and that God
vill give our government the
victory over all
BirUKICW:
ts enemies,
assuaging their malice,confounding Hon. Lot M
Morrill.
Hon. Joseph B Hall.
licir devices, giving them better minds,
Ac,
L
8. Senate,
Sec'v of State,
md that lie will restore our Union and bring
Hon. Jatnes G. Blaine,
Hon. Nathan Dane.
lack Godly unity to the church, and other
sep20dAwl4tf
State Treasurer.
ilessings. The resolutions were laid on tillable by a vote of 75 to 31. <>u a motion for
METROPOLITAN
econsidenitiou of this vote, there was a w arm
lebate, put the reconsideration was refused by
Vote of 18 to 20.—ISlirilurllel.l ItuT.itl.ll,...,,

All the

no

a

—

MILLINERY
for

Dress nml Frock Coats,

I ri

With

CHANCE.

propose to sell my

RJETURMKD

Portland, Sept 24, 18B.

which requiies all my personal attention.
stock is good and not large, most of it

Koiinly Money, Rack Pay,
Gen. Dan Sickles, In assuming his new
And Pensions.
louunand issued a spirited order, in which lie
aid: “Insidious attempts will be made to euundersigned is prepared to obtain from the
Mge our sympathies in political discussions.—
rpUK
A United Mates Government, S100Bounty Money,
n the
army we have nothing to do with the
Back Pay. &c., for heirs of Officers or Soldiers dying
i
:i v i I policy of the government We have
j iu the U. S. service.
worn to obey tile orders of the
President, to
■ear true allegiance to the United States of
Invalid Pensions,7

lls!

1

DA* JU*T

YORK

Cloths, Cassimeres and

than that I
\ND Fixtures,
atteud to it. having another branch of busi-

Paletots,

I)£XIXrG

NEW

not

fabrics

REEVES,

The Tailor,
—

ness

THE MOST RECENT IMPORTATIONS.

D.

TROS. LTKCH.

«cpl9dtf

RARE
—

SIOO

CA

BARKER,

hereby invited to .uppir yourtelvM with
FIXE MEERSCHAUM PIPES, BRIER-WOOD
PIPES, 111IXDOTS PIPES. CIGARS, CIGAR
MATCHES. TOBACCO BOXES AXD RUBBER
POUCHES, AXD KILL ICKIXICE
SMOEIXG TOBACCO,

TAILOR,

LATEST STALES

Among these

A.

an?

Zion’s Advocate.

&

FKLKO

AT LOSING'S DRUG STORE,
Exchange A Federal Sts., Portland.

-OF-

i

|

To the OUlcers and Soldiers at
Camp Abraham Lincoln:

nAS

THE

MERCHANTS,

Cor.

Hid ol the various relief societies that have
Elegant, Fashionable and Substantial
limed to alleviate the sufferings of the siek
I Good* than he has in store.
mil wounded soldiers.
Notoriously behind
lie demands of the times, and the wants of
CJ&’*'* The public are invited to call and examine.
*epl5cod»»w
lie suffering soldiers, they have met tile efforts
1 it
volunteer triends, nurses and agents, with
bigotry of professional jealousy, and narrowWAR CLAIM AGENCY.
tess of views at once
disgraceful anil cruel.—

Stock Market.
New York. Oct. 10.
Stocks are belter add fairly active;
Chicago & Rock
Island 81}: Galena & Chicago 83; Cleveland & Pitts- I
burg 34; Illinois Central Sci ;p 80; Michigan Southern j
guaranteed 79; Michigan Soulheiu 42; Erie 651; Erie
preferred S1J: Hudson B7|; Harlem 23: dopiefcrr50J; Reading 75}; Michigan Central 841: Cleveland 1
* loledo 69; New York Central
1031; Pacific Mail
U4U Canton 60: American Gold 127j; Missours 6's, I
52J Treasury 7 3-10 105j; L'. S. 5 s 1874 coupons 92,.

LYSm,

provided himtielf with an a.*«ortmeut ofGooda
for FALL WtAtt, embracing

Pat.

H ATS

In Flour and Prodncc,
have taken tbe atore Xe. 1 la low Wharf.
Portland. Oct. 1. 1862.
oet’dlw

je23.it f

N*. 137 MIDDLE STREET.

Z1T~ Capt. Horace C. Little, of the BridgHeporter, having donned the uniform and
responsibilities of a soldier, has transferred the

143 bushels Potatoes.
The Subsistence must be of the best
quality, and be
I ubjocted to
inspection.
Tliv undersigned reserves the right to double the
8 mount on
any or all the articles by giving three
*
ays] notice to the successful bidder, and to reject
8 II bids if he deem them
unsatisfactory.
Endorse. ‘Troposal* for Subsistence.”
THOS. C. .1 BAILV.
l-t Lt. 17th Infantry, A. A. O. S.
Head Quarters Vol. Recruiting Service.
oct9

General Commission Business

Portland. Mr.
JOHR

traoeactiag a

And

STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Opposite head of Widgery'a Wharf.)

of the year,

WII.LU.W C. BECKETT,

ion

Proposals for Subsistence.
JEALKi) PROPOSALS will be received by the
undersigned at Augusta. Me., until the 13th dav
t October, 1*52. at 6 o'clock. 1\ M.. for the
following
rtic.es of Subsistence stores, to be delivered at (
amp
b. Keyes, Augusta, Maine, from time to tune and
ii such
quantities as may be required, of which timey notice will be given the successful bidder:
26 barrels Mess fork,
48 barrels Mess Beef,
70 barrels Flour.
10,000 iioiinds Hard Bread,
6o bushels Beans,
2000 pounds Bice,
1500 pounds Coffee (roasted and ground),
76 pounds Black Tea.
30o(» pounds Migar, (coffee-crushed),
200 gallons Vinegar,
260 pounds Adamantine Caudles,
800 pounds Soap,
12 bushels Salt.

Grrocers, i

GRAXITE

Wednesday.

1 huixlav—Show of Horse*, trial of
strength of
Draft Oxen, and annual meeting of
Society.
Exhibition of Farm Troduce and Manufactured
Articles will be at the Town Hall, and will be
open
Wednesdav afternoon and Thursdm
All article* left with Kendall k Whitney, Portland,
on or before Saturday, the llth of
October, will bo
carried to and from the Fair at the expense of the
Per order,
ooctety.
SEW ALL X. GROSS,
Secretary.
New Gloucester, Sept. 29, 1802.
1
octI
d&wtd

State House Fair.—There is to la1 a grand
at
Skowhegan on Tuesday and
Wednesday next, 14th and 15th instants. Premiums are to lie uwarded to the amount of

J3^*N'othiiig has so lowered many army
uirgeons in public estimation as the "narrow
md foolish jealousy that they have shown towards the agents of the Sanitary Commission,

COMMISSION
j

America,

last steamer. Legal notes 10 a 14 per cent,
discount.
The receipts of treasure at San Francisco
for the nine months past, areas follows: From
British Columbia mines, nine hundred thousand dollars; from Oregon and Washington,
one million seven
hundred thousand; from
Washoe, four million; from Mexico, six hundred thousand; from California mines, twentyseven million.
Total, thirty-four million, live
hundred thousand dollars.

Fork—more active and
12 02j ti 12 75.

VNNL

Horse Fair

i'harles Sumner to the Senate.
Politics do
nake strange bed-fellows.—[Hiddeford Union.

For

AND-

was

Donohoe, the Catholic boodseiler,
tnd lleury ,1. Gardiner, the
original Knowboth
Nothing.
signed the call for a convention
u Massachusetts, to defeat the election
of

"Wholesale

AL ADDRESS bv S. I. Good ale. E/<j., of
Saco, anti a poem by F T. Terry, of Washing.
Ion, D. I'., will lx* WYclii' sriay evening
a^how of Cattle. Sh»*ep, Swine and
Toultry, and

Stock looks

New Orleans, Sept. 17lh. of fever. lie
Lite only son of his widowed mother.

FILLEBROWN A BURTON,

3m

JOHN LYNCH A CO.,

October 15th anil lGlh.

finely.
: ff~“ The Sagadahoc County Faireomes off
tt Topsham, on Tuesday,
Wednesday and
Thursday of next week.
Joseph K.'Longley of Kingfleld, a soldier in Co. G, 12th Maine Kegiinent, died at

11?

closing at

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY,

if" Tile Bridgtou Heporter says large
droves of cattle are passing there almost daily
[or

Portland. July 22. 1-a.

OH

','.W Lt. Col. Hcrsey ol the Maine 36th, is
* graduate of
Tulls’College, and was recently
Principal of the Belfast High School.

'litire control of that paper to Charles Lamioii, Esq. He has put it into excellent hands.

of the most faithful and efficient

From Fortress Monroe.

till morning.

VICTORY.

rear

JOHV

no.

Louisville, Oct. 10.—1 P. M.
Union Sentiment in the South.—The
Early yesterday morning Gen. Buell attacked Bragg's forces at Chaplin Creek, in the imcorrespondence of the Cincinnati Gaz. tie
mediate vicinity of Perryville. A short hut
from Tennessee, gives the follow ing statement
terrific fight ensued, when the rebels broke i
In relation to the Union sentiment in the
and retreated rapidly over three diverging
roads southwest, our forces in dose pursuit.
South:
It is hoped that the lot will be bagged.
“There is noiv in active service down the

latest.

Col.

A DECISIVE

_

~

The

|

THE BEATEN ARE IN FULL RETREAT.

Gsn. Gilbert in the

advancing upon Chambersburg. They have
cut the Bedford wire.
They are reported to
l«‘ as near as St. Thomas, about seven miles
from here.
There is no doubt whatever of
their
in Mercersburg.
They will cerPresentation.—Mr. John Todd has pre- tainly being
give us a call to-night. We had the rusented liis late employee, John Morrill, with a : mor at four o’clock, but it was not credited.—
handsome sword. Morrill is Sergeant in Co. j We ean make no resistance, as it would only
A, 25th regiment. He intends to wield the i exasperate and cause the wanton destruction
i of property and life.
sword as keenly among the enemies of our
LATER.
country, as be did the razor in his tousorial
Oct. 10,8 P. if.—About fifChambersbury,
operations.
teen men on horseback are in town, with carbines ami a flag of truce. They want to see
Gov. \\ ashburn has so far altered the
tlit- principal men of the town.
They have a
plan for the departure of the regiments at large force about one mile from town, who
will enter in an hour.
Camp Lincoln, as to send off two
next

week.

Bragg.

Short but Terrific Bailie.

afternoon as a
attached was

carriage with a span of horses
passing through State Street,
one of the
horses, after staggering a moment,
drop|>ed to the ground, and died ill less than

Buell attacks Gen.

I

David Dudley Field, an eminent lawyer iu
New York, differs from the legal opinions ol
the Argus and Advertiser, as w ill be seen
by

teries. and the enemy, after very hard fighting,
driven hack some eight miles. The foregoing relates to Wednesday's light.
There are various rumors circulating relative to the light which took place yesterday,
( Thursday.| which arc said to lie favorable to
the federals, hut they can be traced to no authentic source, and headquarters at 11 o'clock
j tills (Friday) morning, have received no au; thentic advices from the battle Held later than
| Wednesday evening. Our force in that tight
was about 15,000 infantry, assisted by
eight
batteries of artillery and 2500cavalry, hut this
! force was reinforced toward the close.

also in the hands of the

nr

—

The President’s Proclamation.

were

FOR SALE & TO LET.

XiBOTUrtB

—

ment, was wounded. There is no cpnflrmatiou of the death of Gen. Sheridan. General
Itosseau is reported slightly wounded. Col.
Walford, of the 1st Kentucky cavalry, after
making live charges took two Kentucky bat-

Saturday
Exchange street, a few

doors above the Post Office.
mence at

P E X IV S T L V A If I A.

AMUSEMENTS._ |

Cairo, Oct. 9.
The reported death of Gen.
Oglesby, from
wounds received at Corinth, is incorrect.
The report of the federal ocupation of Grand
Junction is not confirmed.
Our troops occupy itcnlle.
We have chased Price as far as Ripley, and
as far as can lie ascertained the chase is still
kept

Louisville, Oct. 10.
Among the casualties at Perrysville oil Wedarc
the following:
nesday.
Oen. Jackson, killed; acting Brig. General
Webster, killed; acting Brig. Gen. Little, killed; Maj. Campbell, of the loth Kentucky
cavalry, killed; Col. Pope, of the same regi-

INTO

all been returned to Bank, dollar for dollar.

Go

Gallant Conduct of Col. Walford.

RAID

*

Gen. Price still Retreating.

A. W. PORTER.

OP" Goods delivered iu auy part of the city, freo
of charge.
sep$—3m

M

SMALL RENT, of five or sin
the business part or the eity.
this office

Photographic

rooms, near

Enquire at

Frame*.

CtOUARE or oval—everv kind called for. Those
kT being manufactured by ourselves, except those
necessarily imported, we can compete with any market f«>r low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 26. Market Square.
MORRISON k CO’S.

_THE

Tent*.

MARKETS.

Twine*

MISCELLANEOUS.

Duty 20c i> lb.
Duty 85 Pc ad vat*
Hyson.75c^€l [ 'of ton frail..»—50 ®55c
".40 ia
Young Hyson. ...76 & 1 i Flax
a 50
Oolong ..60 5^76 j "
Baleiug.45
"
_20
Souchong.46 ft60 j Kemp

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Tobacco.

Kxnromtv corrected for the Press to October 8.

Duty: J.t'urfsunman^ar-

India. 14
Varniah.

II

gl4J

H.

HAY,

Keu aii

Cheese.
4c p lb.

Duty

Spring.8
Engl. 5

a

9
5j

Sheet iron,

tl

Sheet Iron.Russia 16

^18

do
Rus iin't..
l«n rd.

Notice of Foreclosure of

11] 0I24

as

do. nid. wts. 23 cl25
do. heavy.23 (a 25
New York.8}g
do. slaughter. .26
Cuu I-(Retail.)
Araer.
Calfskins 63 d~5
Duty From Hr. Provinc- Sl’tcr Wax
Leath.10 ig.174
es free, other foreign HiI ,ead.
tumenmm Si 10, all othIhity Pig He ^ lb.
er kinds 60c p ton.
Am. Pig 4> 100 Ib.$7’S 8
Cnmberl’d
Foreign
g
Sheet and Pipe_9 ,a. 94

9}

pton.f9|®
Whitoa*h.8j«
Lehigh.Bio.
Franklin
8j®

^t28

Pig.7fl®

l<imr,

Duty 10 4>c ad ral.
CuOTee.
Rockland, cask. 66 @70c
Duty be p tb.
Lumber—From yard.
Java P tb.27 <®2Rc
St. Domingo.22 «-23 Clear Piue, No. 1.838 (n,
do.
No. 2 34 g
Rio .2U®22j
do.
No. 3 24 ig
Mocha.uone.
do.
No. 4 14 a
Cardage.
Lumber.
12 a 14
ManilShipping
Tarred
2}c.
Duty
.10 iol2
la 2*. all other 84 p tb Spruce.
American p tb .13 ®184 Hemlock.8 ^10
Russia ..154 a 16 Box Sh’ks.(ca.sh) 46 <jo60c
Clapb'ds, Sext.$13 a 15
Manilla.121^13
do.
P
30 a32
Boltrope, Kusaia lftt b lO
C’ed. ext 2] a. 3
Shingles,
Manilla.
do.
12J<§13
Cenrai.

do.
do.

••

No. 1.2

a

24

mr-.S-

I_Uh.afayn.-I.

Cardamons, Oil Lemon,
Anise and Oranoe, Iodine Me, Tolu and Crude
Camphor 3 «, Refined do.

Country Riff

Mol.

Hhd.Shooks.. .12&al35
Slash.12&.al 40

Hoops.*21 $23

Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

)

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFUMERY,
AND FANCY

APOTHECARIES■ GLASS JFARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL WHSTRUMKHTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fe.
-ALSO-

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
AND

DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSENE OIL,
And all other articles
1 aiut establishment.

usually kept

1J@
Hypernic.4$@
Logwood,
('ampeachy.2 ®
Savanvilla

2
6

St. Domiugo.1 v@ 1]
ExtractLogwood.il @12
Xie
Wood.
Peach
.3]a> 4(
••
Red
.3f @ 3]
.2 ,@
Sapan
Ouercitron Bark. .24a 2\

Red Sanders.3 @ 6

Back.

Duty 80 pc

ad val.
Ravens.40c 5)
Portland, No. 3.-80 a
No. 10.48®
S'r, No. 8. none.
Navy,
"
No. 10. none.

j

Tent Duck,
U.S. lOo*.50®
12 or.59 &
FVatSrr*.
Duty 80 pc ad val.
Live Leeae p 1b .60 @66
Russia.25 @
fish.
••

Duty For 100 ^foreign
Herring 8 1.
caught
—

in a'

Drug

and

UNION FOREVER!
RALLY TO THE FLAG!

j

NEW RECRUITS WANTED!

Latest IVom

1

!

GREAT EXCITEMENT

AT

I

BVULElGft S,

1(>3 MXddle Street.

Cumberland.

claim-

a

loreclosure of the

MILITARY

18*2.

GOODS,

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH’S.

Is

Clothing

sclliug, regardless

Cost,

of

BURLEIGH'S.

AT
w3«12

Administratrix’ Sale.

virtue of a license from the Hon. Judge of
l’robate, within and for the Countv of Cumberland, I. the subscriber, administratrix of the estate
of David Knight, late of Otisticld, in said Countv,
For officers, made to order, from the best materia.’,
deceased, shall sell at private sa'c. on Tucsdav, the
tweutv-eighth day of October, A. I). 18*52. at ten o'with dispatch, and at low prices.
clock in the forenoon, on the premises, so much of
r
the real estate of the said David Knight as will
produce the sum of Two Hundred and
Twenty-five Dollars, for the payment of the just deb’s of the said deceased. charges of Administration, and incidental
charges. .Said real estate is situated in otisticld
Duty On White L> ad dry
or ground is oil and Red I aforesaid, and is the homestead Ikrin of raid deceased.
Terms cash.
Lead £2 40 p luO lb-.
Of every description, made to order and warrauted
OLIVE W. KNIGHT, Administratrix.
Litharge 21c, Oxide qf
to fit.
Zinc 2fc pro, Prussian
Otisticld, Sept. 24, 18*2.
w3ul4*
Blue, vermilion. Chrome
fllHK
Subscriber
Tenet
tan
notice
to all
Yellow,
hereby gives public
Red‘25,
JL concerned, that he has neeii dulv
Spanish Brown dry 20,
appointed and
The largest and best selected stock of
taken
himself the trust of Administrator, with
in oil 3d pc ad rat., Yelupon
the Will annexed, of the estate of
low and other Ochres 60c
ELIZA
late
of
10U
BASTEEN,
Paris
lbs,
White
P
Portland,
READY-MADE
In the County ot Cumberland, deceased, by
dry 60c, in oil SI 60,
giving
bond as the law directs; he therefore requests all perAND
Whiting 60c p 100 It*,
;
sons who are indebted to the said deceased’s estate,
titl’d Lead, in oil.*9 $
to make immediate payment; and those who have
Lewis Lead,
Gentlemen's
Furnishing Goods,
.9£<g
Rost on Lead, "
.9 $
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settleto
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY. Jr.
reuch Zinc,
-Ever offered in Maine, cau be obtained at.8$$ 8J ment
Portland, June 17, 18*2.
kiucr. Zinc,
3w w 14
..7 $
Rochelle Yellow .3 $ 3)
At a Court ok Probatk held at Portland, within
Sng. Yen. Ked-3^3}
and for the County ot Cumberland, on the third
Litharge.9 a
Red Lead.9 A
Tuesday of September, in the year of our Lord cigh- |
teen
All of which will be sold so as to warrant entire sathundred and sixty-two,
Plaster.
b. doughty, widow of william i isfaction to the
rhity Free.
purchaser.
fer ton Soft.1 76ol 85
Doughty, late of llarpswell, in said Countv, deceased, having presented her petition that Adminisiard.1 «0al «5
tration on the estate of said deceased may be gtanted
-•round.600&&60
to Augustus 1*. Jordan of Brunswick :
Pravisiaas.
It was Ordered, that the said Petitioner give noand
Pork lc,
Duty Beef
OI R STOCK OF CLOTHS
tice to all persons interested, by causing notice to be
Lard, Bacon and Hams
published
three weeks successively in the Maine State
1
Butter
and
Cheese 4c
2c,
Press, printed at Portland, that tfiev mav appear at a
p lb.
AND TRIMMING GOODS
-h'go Mess Beci.812 $14 j Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on the

BY

MILITARY

UNIFORMS,

WORK,

CLOTHING,

14*a14J

I

Provinces free.
•ork, clear.14 $144
Cod large pqut..S34@ 3? ’ork, mess.13 « 13}
*'
w3wl4*
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.
14; a 16 !
small.trtp 24 ‘ork, extra do
Pollock.2|2 Pork. Prime.11 alii At a Court of Probatk held at Portland, within
Haddock, ncw....l a l] Rams.10$He I
and for the C ounty'of Cumberland, on the third
Hake, new.1 @ l] Jity Smok'd Hams.none.
Tuesday of September, in the year of our Lord eighProduce.
Herring.Shorepbl.24@ 3
teen hundred and sixtv-two,
do. Labrador.. none,
Reel p qu’r p lb 6 @ 74
H. DUNNELL. Executor of the last Will
do. Scaled pbx 35 a 40c £gg». P dor
124 a 13
aad Testament of Matthias Libby, late of Portdo. No. 1 .26 a 30 Potatoes, p bbl II a II
in
said
land,
County, deceased, having presented his
Mackerel p bbl.,
tuples, driei. p lb 24 a 6c
first account of administration of said estate for proBay No. 1.894®10 .Tiickens, Spring. 10 $14
also
his
bate,
private account agaiust said estate for
Bav No. 2.7 A 74 Lamb.6 $ 8
probate and allowance:
Bav No. 8.44@ 5 rurkie*.12 $17
It
teas (Ordered, That the said Executor
give notice
Shore No. 1.9} a 94 jeeae....4*6
to all persons interested, by cansing notice to be
"
2.
pub4>al.44® 6
lished three weeks successively in the Maine state
do. (medium).. .34 a. 3} Pickles, p bbl
*7Ja 8J
Press, printed at Portland, that they mav appear at a
do. (small).24a
Rice.
Probate C ourt to be held at said'Portland, on the
frail.
Duty: Cleaned lie, Padthird uesdav of October next, at ten of the clock
Duty: Lemons, Oranges, dy jc p lb.
in
the forenoon, and shew cause, if
Bananas and Plantains Rice p lb.6|@ 7i
any thev have,
why the same should not be allowed.
20 Pc ad val., Almonds
Rum.
WILLIAM
G.
BARROWS, Judge.
4c, and Shelled do. 6c p ’ort;au<! distilled.45 $48c
A true copv, attest:
tb. Huts and Dates 2c Snleru tu«.
w3«vl4#
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.
P tb. Currants, Figs, »aleratna p lb ....64® 7c
Plums, Prunes and Rai- Halt.
At a Court ok Probate held at Portland, within
sins 6c p tb. Citron 80 Duly In bulk 18c. and in
and lor the ( onnty of Cumberland, on the third
pc ad ral.
bags 24c p 100 lbs.
Almonds—.Iordan p lb.
lull a IB.,
Tuesday of September, in the year of our Lord eighy IIIIU.
teen hundred ai d sixty-two,
Soft Shell.18 a 16c (8 bus.).«2kg 21
Shelled.25 @30 Liverpool .2i « 2|
ADAMS, Widow of John Adams, late
of Falmouth, in said County, deceased, having
Currants.12 & 13 Cadiz.2]wfl
Citron.32 a 35 *acks Salt.120al 25 ; presented her )>etition for the assignment of her
Dower in the real estate of w hich he tiled seised
Pea Nuts.82(A 2) jir’d Butter Salt. .20 45
It H'a* Ordered, that the said Petitioner give nonone.
Starch.
Figs, common.
tice
to all persons interested, by causing notice to
New Eleme..25c A
20
ad
val.
Duty
pc
be published three weeks successive!v in the Maine
Lemons, p case. .84 $5 6 Pearl.5kg 64
State
Press printed at Portland, that tWv mav
none.
Potato.2U 2}
Oranges.
appear
at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on
Raisins,
Shot p 100lbs 99}^10
the
third
I uesdav of October next, at ten of the
Blue pcask.
Soap.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
Black.88 @10 Outy 35 pc ad rat.
they
have, why the same should not be granted.
Bunch p box. .340 @360 Leaihe & Pore's, TrowWILLIAM G. BARROWS. Judge.
Laver.3 62 @3 88 bridge k Smith’s ExA true copv, Attest,
Dates.7 @ 9c tra No. 1 ptb ...8ja 9
w8w!4*
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.
*
..
Family do.7f a 7?
flaar—Portland limp. Vo. 1.7*g 74
At a Court ok Probatk held at Portland, within
Superfine.054® 6? Eagle No. 1.6fa- 63
and for the County of C umbcrland, on the third
Kanev.51 n. 6 'tar.6ig 5j
Tuesday of September, in the ycarof our Lord eighExtra.64® 61 astile.12} a 16
teen bundled and sixtv-two.
6*
raise’s.9
Family.64a
9j
It’ll
lilt
Lf All
Extra Superior. .61 a 74 Spier*.
It rv. minor luir of Elliott Gerry, late of Limerick,
Western extra*... .6 ,« 6J Outy (linger Pont 6c,
deceased,
having presented his third account of
(Iround (linger 8c, Profancy.h}<q) «
guardianship of said minor for prol ate:
7*
superior. 7
per and Ptmentu 12c,
It
tra$
That the said Guardian give noOrdered,
Ohio extra.64.o 61
('tons 15c, Cassia Tjc,
tice to all person* interested, tv causing notice to be
family.GJa 6J ('auxin Pud* 2hc, ('innathree
weeks
published
Canada super No.1. none.
successively in the Maine
ntm* 25c, Start and NutState Press, printed at Portland, that tliev mav apft
fknev.none.
megs 80c P lb.
**
1o
at
a
be bold in said" Pur land,
Probate
Court
pear
'a*sia p lb.40 r»42c
extra.none.
"
on the third Tue-day of October next, at ten of the
super’r ext. none. Cloves.24 «24j
clock
in
and
show cause, if any they
the
forenoon,
Rva Flour.4f.o 44 •inger, (Race)
.24 a25
i
whv the same should not be allowed.
Corn M'*al.gi « 33
inger, (Africa} 24 «25 | have,
WILLIAM
G.
BARROWS. Judge.
Buckw’t Fl’r p ft 2ca 24 Mace. 80 (g90
A true copv, Attest
S ul megs .75 «.S0
firain.
!
»8w 14*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
Duty: fY>rn and Oatt lie. Pepper.18 <«20
Rye and Bartejf 16c. and Pimento.15 !*tl6
milE Subscriber hereby gives
Wheat 20c p bu. From Seed*.
ublie notice to all
A concerned, that he has been duly
Be. Prorinert free.
Outy Linseed 16e P bu.,
appoint**! and
taken upon himself the trust of Administiator of
Rve. .94 «95c Canary SI p 5«., Musthe estate of
tard 8c p lb.
Oat*.40 «46
DANIEL W. ANTHOINE. late of Windham,
South Yel. Corn. .70 '«72 Herd* p ra>«.92 (a 2]
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, by giving
Corn, Mixed.68 rn 70 Western Clover.. 7?« 8e
bond
as the law dir«*cts; he therefore requests all perBarley.60 a *12 Red Top.S3 u
sons w ho are indebted to the said deceased’s estMte, to
Short* p ton....817 t« 19 Linseed.21 aj
make immediate payment; and those who have any
Flue Feed.22 o,24 Canary.34 a 3J
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
(•rindaionrH.
Sugar.
to
JOHN WEBB.
Duty: Rough—free.
Dufy: Metado 2c,not'above
w3wl4*
Windham, Sept. 16,1862.
No. 12 2JC, atmre No. 12
Rough, p ton_817<i20
and not abort \& 8e.abort
Dressed.30«35
No. 15 and not abort 20
At a OotJKT or 1'koratk held at Portland, within
(■aapvirdfr.
afuedat free than
abnrr No. 20 and reDuty
ami for the Countv of Cumberland, on the third
3jc.
20c f> tt> 6e. over 2,*c 6c
fined 4c p lb.
Tneadav of September, hi the year of our Lord eighteen hundred ai d *,xtv-two,
|» lh «Mf/20 pc ad rat. Poitland A .8J at
Blasting.41
do.
A A
BUTLER Jr\.< uardian of Olin B Paine,
...Sja
Rifle and Sporting 61 a 7J
do.
Yellow none.
minor heir of Me imla < ntnner, late of Wayne,
If ay*
Extra Yellow ....none.
in the County of l\• lieliec. deceased, having preScrew’d p net T.812 (o il Mu*covado.9(«10
sented his first account of guaidiauship of said minor
Loose.13 a 15
do.
in bond.7 •>
for probate:
12 'a 14 lla\ana Brown
New do..
It tniM ordered. That the said Guardian give nolO.o 124 i
do.
WldtcIf idle* and Skin*.
IP ii 13
tice to all persons in'eiested. bv causing notice to
New Orleans..im n 124 I be
Duty 10 pc ad vat.
published three weeks successively, in ti e Maine
13 n 184 | State Press, printed a* Portlai d, that the' mav apS’au*rhtcr Hide* .6 (® 6c Craahed
Ca’f Skin*.9 .a 10 lirai ulated.13 <• 134
pear at a l olm'i ( ourt to be bold at said 1 crtlai d,
Powdered.13 ^13j
Cn’cutta Cow—
on the third Tuesday of October next, at ten of the
Tallow.
Slaughtered.. 1 Gftir 1 70
cb»ck in the forenoon, and show cause if any they
Tadmr 1 pc. Soap
4» recti Salt.1 16 « 1 26 Duty
have, whv the same should not be allowed.
Stork 10 pc ad rat.
Drv. 90 il l 00
WILLIAM G. BARROWS. Judge.
refined
9o
American
A true COpV Attest:
tir’n.60
.8|<®
l«C81
1‘elt*.
Sheep
w3w!4*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
Sheep roJta, Dry .46 ig76 Rough.6kg 6
...

Are unlimited in
be sold very

quantity, qnality

low, at wholesale

Buyers will do well
chasing elsewhere, as
rise

on

or

at 3.00
;

No. 369 loncrew Street, Portland.
d&wtfmT

Eclectic Rcdical

On and after Monday, Mav 5, 1862,
rains will leave Portland for Lewiston
aimingtoii via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmiugton for Lewiston, Bath aud Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath aud Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland aud Lewiston.

j

j

by addressing
No. 6
N.

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfield ; returning opposite davg.
Stage leaves* North Jay tor Fast Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfield. on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmiugton daily, for Strong. Avon

trv ou
office.

can save

money

by securing tickets

June 23.

price, and

was

our

d6m

BEST

TIIE

COFFINS
—AND—

CASKETS,
To tin fmuw! in ItiU nltv

nf

nvnrv

AnGk.

ed and trimmed

In the !NTeatest

Style,

ARE AT-

C.

II.

BLAKE’S,

No. 39 U N ION 8TR RKT.
cheaper than at any other place in
the city.

And will be sold

-C. 11. B. also manufacture*-

C L E MS’

Upholstering,

j
j

—AND—

Howes’

Cougli Pills,

By the concurrent testimony of many sufferers, th
fact ha* been established, that for the cure of
DIARR1KEA OR

m.

C U R E

DYSENTERY

In persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
it work and at the same time leaves the bowels iu an

..

active, healthy condition, a*
CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.

JAMES P. SLEEPER,
F U R N I S HI N G

UNDERTAKER, j
No. 111 Exchange Street, Portland,
Residence roar of 411 Congress Street,
keep#con- j
on hand all the various kinds of

That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrlueu or any irregu'aiitie* of the bowels, all other remedies are insignificant, a* compared with

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.

stantly

COFFINS

AND

Now in

That for Children troubled with Canker in mouth
stomach, or mother* suffering from nursing sore
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is effected by the use of

CASKETS,

or

Use,

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

Ami will make to order
of this kiud that
ma\ bo ordered, at short notice, from the
to
the very BEHT. By giving my strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing. lining ami trimming
of the above, I can furnish them cheaper than any
one els**.
JAMF.S P. 8LKFPER.
Aug. G, 1882.

anything

cheapest

with

sanity
;
:

at this

dawtf

HOWES’ COUGH PILLS.
That for a
Pains iu the
remedy is

__

1.

I>.

C'lIENEY,

Tightness or Wheezing in the Chest
side, or a long standing Hack, the best
HOWE'S

MELODEON

COUGH PILLS.

That as an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
of Phthisic. Whooping Cough, aud Confirmed
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
united verdict in favor of
case*

■I n niton i n ill tl a n n fact n i*er,

HOWES' COUGH PILLS.

lSij MIDDLE STREET.

It.—.1. I) C. lift. recrivvd inuru first premiums
for best instruments than auy other muker in
the State.
and Tuning promptly and personally attended to.
wly7

Nr

1

liepairing

Pi«*r and Mantle Mirrors.
Dial, Square or Eliptical frames, with
Rosewood, Black Walnut or t.ilt finish made
to order, of any size, style or design, of new and
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking Classes and
plates re-set in old frames, bv
MORRISON A CO., 26, Market 8quare.

WITH

j

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE is a pleasant, agreeable
decoction of Roots aud Barks, and contains not a
particle of Opium oh Drug of any sort. It always
does good, aud never does barm.
By

tiieir works ye shall know

them."

G. C. Good win k Co., Boston. General Agents
New England. 11 li. Ilav, Portland, anil B. F
Bradbury, Bangor, General Agents for Maine.

Unsold by Druggists aud Merchants generally
HOWES & CO., Proprietor.,
iswOmnoi
Belfast, Ma fmt

office

over

Cuco

the

Bank,

DAILY

PRESS,

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE 8T8.,
FOX BLOCK.

Direct!, orer the Magnetic Telegraph 0«ee. Fourth
Story, where all varietiee of

Plain and*

Fancy

Will be

attended to

Job

Work,

promptly

on

the moet

libera

term*.

ENTRANCE--82J EXCHANGE STREET,

Order* left at the eounting-room of the
Daily Preee
Preee, bead of Aral flight of etaire,

and Maine State
will be

promptly

atteaded to.

l/ The office is supplied with

wa

FAST PRE88E8 AND STEAM POWER
And It*

style

capacity and Ihcilitie* for doing work In good
equal to any in the City or State.

are

IV. A. FOSTER * CO.
July 17.18SJ.

dtf

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

STEAM

Lniifffey’N

of

Wild

Yellow

Mrtndrake, Dandelion, Ac

all of which are so compounded as to act iu concert, and assist Nature iu
eradicating disease.
The effect of this medicine is most wonderftil—It
acts directly upon the bowels and blood, by
removing
all obstructions from the infernal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains of
the blood, cleansing it from all humors
life,
and causing it to course through every part of the
body ; restoring the invalid to health aiid usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from the system, Liver Complaint, that main wheel of so many diseases. Jaundance in its worst forms, all Billibus Diseases and
foul stomach.
Costiveucss, all kinds of Humors, Indigestion. Headache, Dizziness, Tiles, Heartburn. Weakness. Tains in the side and bowels. Elatuor diseased Livlenev, Loss of appetite, and a
er, a disordered .Stomach or bad Wood, to which all
are more or less subject in
and Summer.
More than 20.000
have teen cured bv this
persons
medicine. It is
recommended by Physicians
everywhere. Try it and vou will never regret it.
Sold by all dealer* in Medicine everywhere at only
25 and 38 cents per bottle. Orders addres-cd to

purifying

Book and Job

POWER

torpid
Spring

highly

Printing Office,

No. Mj EXCHANGE

Fox Block,

STREET,

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Dyspepsia.

rhe Proprietor* of the Post laud Daily Pane
respectfully invite attention to their focilitiea for executing, in beautifhl etylc, erery description of

GEO. C. GOODWIN A CO., Borrow.
June21d4m

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
I

healthy

We have introduced several of the justly celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a devilled preference over any and all othere we have ever
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keej*er» who desire the comfort of their guests.
w i). McLaughlin & son,
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.

am

j

pleased

with it.

JOSIAH II. DRUMMOND.
Portland, July 23, 1862.
[From Hon. Lot M Morrill.)
Having used Anderson' Spring Bed Bottom. I

cheerfully

recommend it
Augusta, Aug. 5, 1862.

1

BOUTELL.

to
ailment*.

A. X.

Prepaid

Apply

THE

NEATEST

MANNER.

uutiku. note, in bills of lawn.

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES R GLL'TENED
WHEN DESIRED.

Edmoustone, Allan k Co., Moutreal.or to
J. L. FARMER,
EXCHANGE ST.. PORTLAND.

Policies Printed and Pound for
Insurance Compsniee.

dtf

Deeds, Law Briefs,

Equity Cases,

all who
m

£

use.

HAWES.

splendid
Steamship
JLdk “CHESAPEAKE.’* Captain SlDRKT

are requested to send their freight to the
steamer before 3 1*. M.. on the day that she leaves
Portland.
to
For fi eight or passage
EMERY A FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
II B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
dtf
June 23. 1862.

LAW

And other

DOCUMENTS executed with

Dieputcb.

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of
Printing,
Executed in taste to Hit the moet fketidioua.

apply

WEDDING AND
Our

^D DR ESS

CARDS

St;leu are unsurpassed.

WAIiTEll.
Stationary Engine.
Blake’s Bakery, Congress Street.
VMAN
*dlw
30.
to

run

a

Inquire

SHOP

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

August

AMD

On Hand.

PENSION'S, BOUNTY MONEY,
Rack Pay, Ac..

A

service in the present war, obtained for Soldiers
and Sailors, their Widows and Heirs, from the United States Government, on application iu person or
by letter to

1NOR

;
1

j

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
Leaf, aud at low rates at
26 Market Sqrarr.

HOMESTEADS FOR

llKADFORD Ac. HARMON,
Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty years, and having a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims against the Government with
and despatch, and on very reasonable
erms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.
FREEMAN BRADFORD,
Z. K. HARMON.
d&wtf.
Portland, June 90th.

fast

John.
Shippers

Cushiioc House. Augusta.
Abbott's School Farmington.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent's Ilill.
ju)17d& w6m

Portland, Maine.

and

The

m*

Crowell. will until farther notice run
aJHSaSlalius follows.
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY. at 4 P. M ai d leave Pier 9 North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3o'clock. P. M
This vessel is fitted up with fineaccommodations for
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route (or travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage #6.00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Good* forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.

Litchfield Corner llouse.
Stoddard House. Farmington.
Revere House. Vassalboro.
llallowell House, llallowell.
China House. < hina
Franklin House, Augusta.

{iromptness

to

Portland and New York Steamers*

Testimonials similar to the above have been received fiom the proprietors of the following public
housesPenobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.
Skowhegan House. Skowhegan.
Lewiston House. Lewiston.
Wluthron House, Winthmp.

No. 88 Exchange St.,

BILL-HEADS RI LED AND CUT IN

Glasgow:

aud retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.

No. 10
June 23. 1362.

WILLIAMS.

Rev. E.

or

Excursiou tickets to the World's Fair, out aud

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”
I can cheerfully recommend it to all w ho are in need
of such an article; a:.d 1 believe it to be superior to

anvthing of the kind now in
Waterville. April 12,1862.

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

_

back. #186.

sleepinga]
AI STAPLES.

Augusta, April 16, 1862.

Variety,

Trunk Railway.

bought of you fullv merits my
recommend it

Business Cards of Every
•
Style and Cost.

third < ’*■*«. S'vV
F ii **t Class. #77 to #92—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets ou Grauo

anticipated.

cheerfully

Is adequate to do any work demanded In this State.

Mail Line.

morning.
Passage to Liverpool. Londonderry

I have had the unspeakable pleasure of sleeping on
of the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms” for the
last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anything 1 had
My wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest tor six mouths till occupy ing one of
these beds. She would not nart with it on anv account.
Rev. JOHN ALI.KN.
Farmington, Feb. 28, 1862.

dations. I would
desire to improve their

Fancy Types,

Billnta A Circulars In Ivary Variety of Typo

ONE of the following first-class, powerful Steamer*: 111 BERN I AN. NORTH
AMFRIt AN. NORWEGIAN. JURA.
BOHEMIAN, ANOLO NAXOS. NOVA Moll AN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United states mails, every Friday, at 1 16 1*M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

Mr. D. K. Frohock has tarnished the bed# in my
house w ith the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” anil
1 take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of the kind with which I am acquainted.
A H. ABBOTT.
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

Tbe Bed Bottom I

Stations.

Weekly

one

j

Book and

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

excellent article.
LOT M. MuRRII-L.

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
“Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.” 1 have purchased
three of them at live dollars each, afld do most cheer-

j

Sailing.

M O N T R E A 1.
can

as an

fullv rccommeud them to the public.
Dr N R.
Waterville, May, 1861.

of

We also ticket through per steamers ami railways
for Wttulsor, Hal fax. fhybti, Fredericton, Sussex,
I Mimcton, Shediac. Prince Fdward* Island. 8Mml
North Share of New Brunswick, Mirimichi, and
i Bay de Chatcur.
dtf
C. C. EATON. Agent.
Sept. 24,1888.

[From Hon. Josiah 11. Drummond.)
using the ‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ and

very much

& St. JOHX, FALL
ARRANGEMENT.

Steamer “New Brunswick,“
jjnai 1
apt. E B. Winchester, and Steamer
-New England," C apt. E. Field, will
lease for Eastport and St.John every Monday and
Thursday, (instead of Tuesda> aud Friday as heretofore), commencing Oct. 2d.
The Steamer “New Brunswick" will leave Railroad
Wharf, toot State Street, every Monday at 6 I*. M.
Returning, leaves St. John every Thursday at 8 A. M.
Steamer “New England" Hill leave
Railroad
! Wharf, foot State Street, every Thursday at 6 1*. M.
leaves St. John every Monday at 8 A. M.
Returning,
I
Positively no freight received alter 4 o’clock
P. M. on the day of sailing.
Through tickets are sold by this line, connecting at
|i Fattpart with stage coaches for Machias, and with
steamer i^uecn for Rtddtinstan, i'alais, St. Stephens
aud St. Andrews, and at the latter place over railWoodstock aud Moulton
way for Canterbury;

c^Hl

am

Their Establishment is ftirnished with all the epprored modern machinery, and their assortment or

THE

TESTIMONIALS :

I

JOB PRINTING!

EASTPORT, CALAIS

Change of the Days

Commercial House, Portland. June 1G, 1862.
Having introduced the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” into inv house, alter trial, I pronounce it to be
an
bed. I am using several kinds
easy and
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
if not better than the best.
fully
X. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

I

BOOK AND

STEAMBOATS*

mills desirable mechanical arrangement has now
A been in use a sufficient length of time to ale w
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
more va'ued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring Red department, embracing a little more
of their excelroncies, and yet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into place with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aired and old.
and ail who linger in suffering and w eakness. They
are made of good material warranted strong and durable, and not liable to get out of order.

Elmwood House, Waterville.

That for Coughs. Hoarseness and Bronchial affection*, there is no remedy extant that so universally
affords relief a*

Infirmary.

Cherrv,
Sarsaparilla,
J Dtn*k, Prick ley Ash. Thoroughwort, Rhubarb,
CIOMTOSED

Invalids !

SUM M ER

to the office of

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

particulars

SHOW-CASES, DESKS, AND DRAWER-WORK,
Of every description, including Taylor’s SelfSupporting Drawer, the best kind ever made.
IT All orders for Repairing Furniture, VarnishChair Seating, dazing, Ac.,
mg.
promptly attended to.
jul81tf

jail—dm

During

Dr.

same.

Courage

Hu been removed from the

GREAT SPRING AND SIMMER MEDICINE.

point

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.

CUSHING,

DT THE TSEOr THE

same

situated in said Portland, and bounded as follows,
commencing ou the easterly sideline of State street,
at the westerly corner of land of Margaret Reeves,
thence easterly by said Reeves' laud sixty-eight feet,
more or less, to land of li. W. k A. Deering. thence
notherly and easterly by said Decrings’ line nineteen
and one half feet, more or less, to a
that will
strike the centre wall through the blocx of buildings
thereon, thence through the centre of said wall to
State street, thence on State street to the bounds begun at. The *ame being subject to a mortgage deed
dated Oct. 10th, 1858. and recorded iu the < umber
i land Registry of Deeds, vol. 288, page 305, given by
the said Mori ill to David Hall of Portland, to secure
pay ment of twenty -one hundred dollars, a* follow s,
viz: seven hundred dollars in one year, seven hundred dollars in two > ears. and seven hundred dollars
iu three years, writs interest semi-annually. Subject
also to another mortgage defd, dated Nov. 24th, 1868,
and recorded in Cumber and Registry of Deeds, book
288. nage 481. given by the said Morrill to Emily
liootfiby of said Portland, to secure pay ment of fourte^ui hundred and fifty dollars, in three y ears, with
interest,
reference to said deeds being hereby had.
1
Further
made known at the time aud
place of sale.
OREN
RING, Deputy Sheriff.
aug21w8wl0

one of their
in constant attend-

llenlth mill Strength Secnred,

Mm iirs Sale.
ArorST 18th, 1882.
rumbn-land, »».
fllAKKN mi Execution, tnd will be eo'.t at 1‘ublic
M Auction on Thursday the twenty -fifth day of
September, A. D. 1862. at ten o'clock in the forenoon,
at the Sheriff’s ofhee in Portland, in said
county,—
all the right in
equity which Moses Morrill, of B’ux- j
tou, in the county of York, lia* to redeem the following described real estate, viz: A certain piece or parcel of land,with the buildings thereon,as it now stands,

stock

&■

“BUY ME AND I’LL 1)0 YOU GOOD !”

will

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
Portland. July 22. 13^2.

of the

FOSTER

locally,

N'iaoara Falls.

LITTLE, Agent,
Ojfice 31 Exchange Street.

lady of experience

ple

RAILWAY.

W. D

A

Hughes has
attention to
his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are inild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is iu constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 5 Temstreet.
Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
iu all cases.
Separate rooms, so that uo one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fiiil: cures without dieting
or lestrictiou iu the habits of the
patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is u«ed. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused hr had habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness ’in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
w**ak eves, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned If desired. Address
DR J B HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland.
kJT Send stamp for Circular.
Jull—dAw3m.>

tyTicketa told in I’ortland at loweit Boston rates

Dy

B.—LADIES desiring may consult

a

WEST,

provided

DR. HUGHES,
Middle, Portland.

a

BY THE

This road is broad ouage and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cara.

Establishment

delicacy.

mm THROUGH TICKETS

and

PBINT1NG

of

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr.
for
nmuber of years confined his
PRIVATE
diseases of certain class.

To Chicago, Cincinnati. Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. 1'aul, La Crosse. St. Louis,
New Orleans, or »uy part of the

ERIE

JOB

Fstabttghed for the treatment of thane digeagfg in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor ami

for this route will take the cars at the
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. KATON. Sup’t.

Via Bceealo, Dunkirk,

-AMD-

DR. IIECUIES’

Phillips.
Passengers

NORTH

corner

Eclectic Redieal

and

OR

Temple Street,

own sex.
ance.

STAGE CONNECTION*.

SOITII

BOOK

Renovating

and f

WEST,

~HE

LADIES.

their esnecial accommodation.
Dr. Ii.'s Eclectic
Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue iu regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable iu all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be takeu
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,

1

□FaffaSaEgT?

THi

TO

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
a medical ad\ iser, to call at his rooms. No.
5 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for

J
HUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Dated at Windham, August 27th, 1862.
w3w 11
JOSHUA R. llAWKES.

before purbought before the great

to look at
it

or

Windham, being the

REMOVAL.!

Infirmary.

DRneed

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

|»I

sure

goods.

MARTHA

HALPIl

daily (Sundays excepted)

leave Bath

and Tliomaston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run daily between Augusta and Portland.
B.tl. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, April, 18C2.
juue23dtf

conveyed iu
mortgage to I tank 1). Hanson bv Samuel R. Kemp,
by hi* need of May 6th. A. I>. 1857, recorded in the
Cumberland Registry of Deeds, book 292, page 266,
which mortgage was duly assigned to me by the said
Frank D. Hanson, the 14th day of June, A. 1). 1869.
a* will
appear bv assignment thereof recorded in said
Registry .book 294. page 247, to which reemds 1 hereby refer, for a more particular description of said
The condition ot said mortgage has been
property.
broken, by reason whereof 1 hereby claim a foreclo-

retail, for cash.

—

..

Stages

P. M., on arrival of train from Portland and Boston,
for Wiscasset, Daniariscotta, Waldoboro’, Rockland

Soon after the rebellion broke out. Congress found
it necessary to asses* a small direct tax ou the several States, to maintain the credit of the country. The
States being authorized to assume the payment of the
sum demanded of them, had the
power to assess it
upon all the property within their limits.
Farms and other real estate being, from their nature, more exposed than other objects of taxation,
would suffer severely from the constant draft for
money, created in sustaining the government during
this war, and they could not long endure the burdeu
a direct tax would impose
upon them.
Maine's proportion « f that lax has been liquidated
and paid. In order to provide in part for tlie future
expenses of the war, Congress wisely determined to
raise money from the people without State intervention, and without taxing the producing c asses. To
effect this object, and to make the tax equal in
every
fcdate. they have passed what has been termed an Excise Act. Passing by the farmer, the mechanic, the
fisherman, the lumberman, and many other pursuits
so essentia] to our
prosperity as a people, this act
levies its light contributions
the we Ith, the
Inxuries, the pleasures, and business of the country.
It confines its operations
to
tlie
cities, towns
chiefly
and villages, and gathers its rev enues from the channels in which floats the money of the country.
It does not tax real estate of any description, nor
with a very few exceptions, personal
property. Tlie
excess ov e.* 40 ounce* of silver
spoons or plate, and
riding carriages of all description*, valued with the
harness at £76 and upwards, must be assessed. With
the exception of these two items, there is not probably a farmer nor a mechanic in this district, withiu
the act. These are taxed at a sum so inconsiderable
that it is to be hojied every citi/eu who desires tlie
perpetuity of his government will, in this terrible crisis of its affairs, assume cheerfully his projiortion of
its necessary burdens, and if be is fortunately the
owner of an article liable to be assessed,
put a value
upon it which shall bring it within the act. It may
be the onlv
he will ever have to contriopportunity
bute a dollar for tlie preserv ation of his government.
The proft*«-iona! man
the retail trader wi ose
sab*s exceed one thousand dollars per year—the manufacturer of
article the sales of which exceed
any
six hundred dollars per year—the hotel keeper—the
tnan whose yearly income exceed* six hundied dollars. and several other employments are to be assessed.
It is presumed all such are conversant with the provisions of this act.
I would call their attention to section* from six to
eleven, inclusive, and section fffty-eight.
These sections irnpo.*e the duty upon every person
liable to b«* assessed tor a tax or lict*nse, to call immeupou tlie assistant assessor and make up and
sigu their several assessments. If thev neglect so to
do, be is required to increase their tax fifty per cent.,
and no discretionary authority is vested in the assistant or the assessor to make
any abatement of this
amount. 8ee sectiou 11.
It will be perceived by a careful examination of
these sections, that Congress, relying upon the patriotism of tin* business men of the"country, pntceeded
upon the hypothesis that every one liable to be taxed
would substantially assess himself, ai d sign the bills
fixing the amount he was to pay. If the act, therefore is complied with, the assistant assessor is but a
recording ofi.cer, who receives and properly enters
the lists delivered him by the citizen, and his duty in
relation to fixing a valuation upou objects liable to
taxation, is rather advisory than absolute. In order
however to prevent the selfish, the indifferent, or the
traitorous. from escaping their proper proportions of
the public burden, Congress has fixed the penalties
for their neglect, prescribed in section 11.
Having beeu intrusted by the President with the
duty of seeing that these tax liats are properly prepared, ai d seasonably delivered to the collector of
this district, 1 respectfully request all good citizens
within it to call immediately upon the assistant assessor of the assessment district where
they reside, and
deliver him list* as required jn the sixth section of
the act. He will give all
persons the necessary information to enable them to comp'y with its provisions, and furnish blank* therefor.
NATH'L ti. MARSHALL.
Assessor's off.ee, C'itv P.ui'diug*, I
Portland, bept. 1, 16*52.
I

situate iu said

1G3 NXiddle Street,

MARK

...

|

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

IV'olice of Foret'loiiurr.
TETOTICE is hereby given that the sub*criber, Joshua R. Hawke*, of Windham, iu the
County ot
( umberlai.d aud state ot Maine, claim* by mortgage,
two certain tracts ot laud ai d the
buildings thereon,

Delight

third i uesdav of October next, at ten of the clockin the forenoon, and show cause, if any thev have,
why the same should not be granted.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS. Judge.
A true copy. Attest,

8.45 A. M. train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 P. M., on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath and Augusta.

septlOeodSw

BURLEIGH’S,

Mackerel 82, Salmon 83;
and all other pickled in Portland do.
-12}&13
Ills. 81 6 P HI., other- "tl’d ext. do.
wise 60c p cwt. From *ork, extra clear. 15|a1'»

had formed and covered the entire eyes. This was
removed by Dr. Boynton, and the boy’s eye-sight is
now entirely restored, and his eyes
stronger than ever before.
This should he known to all persons who
are similarly afflicted.
Although I understand that
the Doctor has for many years, in his
operations on
the*e delicate organs—the eye and ear, met with eminent success, he has not deemed tt necessary to keep
blazing before the public his surgical skill iu this particular part of his profession, but has been silently
performing cures, many of them of a remarkable
character.”
nr Certificates from numerous of his patients
will testify to his successful operations, all of which
may be seen at his office.

diately

Summer

CURED.

Remarkable C«n of a boy who was cured by
DU. II. J. BOYNTON,
! Of Scrofulous Ophthalmia, as the following facts will !
j show:
1
“FOR a long time the boy's eye-lids had
been entirely closed. Disease was considI
almost hopeless. The bov was put unCE^ered
der the care ot Dr. B., and after great pa1 tience and perseverance, with his electrical treatment
and with other curatives, he was able to lift his eyelids, when it was discovered that a false membrane

Monday Morning aud Saturday Evening Trains.
On Monday trains leave Augusta at 5.30 A. M., and
Bath at 6.30 A. M., for Portland, connecting with the

—

Of every description,

same.

Cape K’izabcth. Sept. 10th,

division,

"upon

Headquarters

CUSTOM

Brazil Wood

MIS

LARD.OIL,

IT State Agent for DAVIS & KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
eodlc wtoctl

KO ICE is hereby given that Thomas B.
PtTLIC
frott anti Samuel Trott, of Tortland, County of
Slate of

w

Camwood.
Fustic, Cuba..

GOODS.

Notice of Forc'closure.
Maine, by their deed dated the
twenty-eighth day of August, in the year eighteen
liu dred and forty-nine, record d in the Camber laud
Registry of Deeds, book 229, page 496, conveyed in
mortgage to the undersigued, ureen Walden, the
following described leal estate, to wit: A certain
piece of land <>n Teak's Island, in said Tortland, being all of lot No. 2 on a plan recorded in said Registry, book 65, pages JNJ, 384, 385. or so much of the
said lot as was conveved to the said Trot s by deed
dated August 31. 184i, and recorded in said Registry,
book !S)4. page 531; also tiiat the said Thomas Trott,
by hit deed oated the 1st day of February, in the
year 1853, recorded in said Registry, book 242, page
85, conveyed in mortgage to the undersigned, one
undivided half of the above-described real estate;
That the condition of said mortgages, severally, is
broken, by reason whereof the undersigned hereby

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at l.OOP. M.,
connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road ; and at Augusta with
the Somerset k Kennebec Kail road for Waterville,
Kendall’s Mills and Skew began, and at Kendall's
Mills with the Penobscot k Kennebec Road for Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.

Assistant.
8th division, the towns of Westbrook,
Falmouth,
Gorham, Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth; David
Torrey, of Westbrook, Assistant.
9th division, the towns of Bridgton,
Sebago, Baldwin, Standish, Naples, Harrison and Utisheld; Lot
C. Kelson, of Bridgton, Assistant.
10th division, the towns of New Gloucester,
Gray.
North Yarmouth, Cumberland, Windham, Casco and
Raymond; Skwall N. Grobh, of New Gloucester,
Assistant.
lltli division, the towns of
Freeport, Brunswick,
Harpswell, Pownal and Yarmouth; Hkzekiah B.
Means, of Freeport, Assistant.
The act under which these assistants are appointed
took effect on the 1st dav of September instant.
Citizens residing in the large business centres of
this district have doubtless read it. and can hence
form their ow n conclusions in relation to its
provisions; but as there are many in the agricultural sections who may have been unable to obtain a
copy for
examination, I wish to call their attention to some of

aforesaid;

And w hereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, and Samuel Wheeler, Seth Bass and
others of said bondholders, to an amount cjual to
more than one third of tlie amount of said mortgage, in different sums, have made application to us
in writing, to have said mortgage foreclosed for condition broken;
Now therefore, we hereby give notice that for
breach of the condition of said mortgage we claim a
foreclosure of the -nine.
SAMUEL PICKARD
)
JABEZ C. WOODM AN, > Trustees.
THILIP M. SIT BBS,
w3w 13
September 11, 1962.

Farmington.

Assistant.
7th divisioji. Wards 5, 6 and 7 of said citv of Portland. Augcbtcb F. Gerribh, of Ward6, in said city,

Registry

Hackmetack Tim40c. Tartaric Acid tOc.i ber, p tun.8 $10
Molasses.
Citric
Cream Tartar,
Acid, Shellac, Copal, Da- Duty 6c p gal.
Cien
used
fugos.35c® 36
mar and Hum*
for
like purposes 10c, Aloes. Cuba claved.30 (a 31
Ho. tart .26 ><27
Verdigris, Chlorate of do.
Potash, Cart*. Magnesia do. Muscovado.32 $35
New
Orleans.
6c, Boracic Acid, Yellow
Prussiate Potash <md\ Portland Syrup, h lids.. 23
do.
bbls..25
Red do. 10c, Liquorice.
Nails.
Oxalic Acid and Sugar
gf food 4c. Asphaltum Duty (Wlc, Wrought 2c,
Assorted 3c p lb.
and Bi-Chro. Potash 3c,
Sago 14c, Epsom Salts, Cask.847$360
Naval Stores.
Bi-Carl.
Root,
Liquorice
Soda, Caustic Soda lc; Duty Turpentine, Rosin,
Pitch, Tar 20 pc ad raL,
Castor Oil 60c p gal.,
Morphine 82 p os., Al- Spirits Turpentine 15c
um 60c p cwt., Copperas'
p gat
50c pcirf., Muriatic Ac- r»r (in kegs)p gal.80caf 1
id 10 Pc ad ral., Spong- [•itch (Coal Tar). .*4tog
Isin- Rosin.18* a20
es, Assafattida.
glass, FIor Sulphur, Sen- rurpentine pgal 2 45$2 60
Oakum.
na, Arrowroot, Ginseng
20 pc. Bleaching Pow- Jhity: Free.
ders 80c p cwt., Sago kmericau.flfg 9J
60c P cwt., Sal Soda and Oil.
Sotln Ash jc p tb, Crude iMity Sperm, Whale and
Brimstone 83 and Roll other Fish Oils of fordo. 86 p ton, Alcohol 40c
eign fisheries 20 pc ad
ral.. Linseed, Hempseed
p gal.
and Rape seed 23c p gal.,
Alum p tb.8 ® 4c
Sata<! 60c,
Aloes.15 @25 I Olive 23c,
Arrow Root...... 17 @40
Palm, Seal and Cocoanut 10c p gat.
Borax.22 @25
Brimstone (roll).. 44 a 5 Portland kerosene
Bi-Carb. Soda.oJa 6j
llluininat’g Oil.42J$47c
Sulphur.0 a 6$ Machine.76* a
Sal Soda. ..3 @4 LMarine
Camphor.1 40a 150 ipertn Winter... 166a 170
Cream Tartar.35 @46 Whale, ref. Wint 79 «80
do.
Crude.73 g,15
Logwood ex.10$.« 12
Magnesia.28 @30 Jrand Bank and
Indigo, M’la, flue.81 ja 1] Bay Chaleur. $19i-a214
Madder.16c a 18 Shore.18 $19
Opium.874a 7J Linseed.SI $103
Rhubarb.180o.l3S Boiled.1 04 oil 07
Alcohol.70 A72 Lard Oil.86 (£90
LMive Oil.160<Tl 70
Fluid.93
('amphone.2 60 @2 79 Castor < til.1 66 a 1 70
Saltpetre.10 @20 Seatafoot Oil_106$1 12
Onions
Vitriol.12 @
P bbl.*2 @ 2i
Dfewseds.
P bush.76 a.80c
Duty. Free.
Paints.
Barwood.

Kail road for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton aud

5th division, the towns of Buxton, Hollis,
Limington, Limerick, Cornish and I’ursonsfield; Charles
E. Weld, of Buxton, Assistant.
6th division. Wards 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the citv of
Portland; Samuel Small, of Ward 4 in said city,

property

ext. Pine.24^ 3J
p bbl.81 80*18o
Laths, Spruce— 1 lml 20
Dra|> ..4 l>yr».
do.
CinnaPine.ll@ 14
Dutg: g» lb—Oil
Red Oak Staves .20 ;o36
mon 82, Oil Almon.lt an.l
Mol.
Hhd.
Shooks
Oil
BO,
Otto of Rote 81
Hergamot, Cattia anil & Heads, city 265S2 75
uo.
■sugar
cny..zoo«Z<U
floret 81, Ht/Arioilale
Potash 7Sc.Canthariiht. do. do. c’trv.l25®160
_

Commenced April 14/A, 1862.
trains will leave daily, (SunJ] aPassenger
v *
excepted) as follows:
n»r
Portland
and Boston, at 11.15 A.
Rath,
Augusta
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin

ant.

Fine

BLINDxHESS
A

the towns of Kittery, Eliot, South
Berwick, Berwick ml North Berwick ; Theodore
A. Rollixb, of South Berwick, Assistant.
3d div ision, the towns of Lebanon, Sanford, Alfred, Acton, Shapleigh and Newlield; John S. Barker, of Lebanon, Assistant.
4th division, the towns of Saco, Davton, Lvrnan
and Waterborough; John Gains, of Saco, Assist-

^lortjrage.

PRINTING.

MEDICAL.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

follows:
The 1st division

ant.
2d

11 ny. on the twenty-sixth day ot
September, A.
1). 1963, authorized the issue of certain bonds of said
Company to the amount of one hundred thousand
dollars, and a mortgage of the property of the Company to secure the fragment of tlic same;
And whereas tire said Company, in pursuance
thereof, on the twenty eighth day of .September, A.
1>. 1853. by its mortgage deed of that date, conveved
to Wiliiain T. Treble, John Otis and Samuel Tickaid, all in the State ot' Maine, as trustees for the
holders of said bonds, the Railroad of said Company
then constructed and in its use. situated in the towns
of Leeds and East Livermore, then in the Conntv of
Kennebec, but now in the Comity of Androscoggin,
and extending from Leeds Junction to Livermore
Kails, with all its depots, engine houses and fixtures,
and the lauds of the Company at each of said places,
and alongthe line of said Railroad, and all its privileges and appurtenances, its rolling stock, franchise,
and all the other
of said company of
every
description, w hether real or personal,upon the condition and for the purpose of securing pavmeut of said
bonds, the same lieing dated October 1st, 1853. and
payable in ten years, with interest semi-annually on
the first days of April and October in each of said
years, according to the tenor of said bonds and coupons annexed therefor, which bonds and coupons
were accordingly i*>uei} by said Company.
Reference is to be bad to said mortgage deed, recorded in
the Registry of Deeds for Kennebec County, in book
190, pa^e 142. for a more particular d- sc ript ion oi
said property and the conditions of saw! mortgage;
And whereas the said Treble and Otis, having de
ceased at a legal meeting of said bondholders holdeL
on the 20th day of September, I860. Jabez C. Wood
man of Tortland. and Thilip M Stubbs of Strong
were duly chosen trustees in the places of said TrebJ.
and Otis respectively,and said Woodman and Stubbs
duly accepted said trust;
And whereas the said Tickard. the survivor of the
original trustees, by Ids deed, dated January 16th,
1861. and recorded in the
of Deeds lor Androscoggin County, in book 23, pages 307 and 308,
conveyed the aforesaid mortgaged property and
franchise to the said Woodman, Stubbs and tfie said
Tickard himself, to hold upon the same trusts as

Vermont P tb.81® 84

Congressional

comprises the towns of York,
Wells, Kenuebuuk, Kcnn<‘bunkport, and the city of
Biddeford; Joblph Bkagdon, Jr., of York. Assist-

11THEHEA8 the Androscoggin Railroad Compa-

Barrel, 4» lb.lOolOJ
Kegs, |> lb.lOjollc
I,ember,
Duty 30 4*c ad rat.
New York, light. 20 a22c

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

^

LEGAL NOTICES.

Herman Steel_12fol2J
English Blis.Steel.15 ^l'»4

Assessors’ Mice.
District of the State ol Maine, under the Act of Congress. approved July 1. A. D. 1802, entitled “An Act
to prm ide internal revenue to
support the Government and to pay interest on the public debt.”
In compliance with the provisions of said Act and
instructions of the Commirrioxku ok Internal
Revenue, I l.are divided said District into eleven
divisions, and appoiut an Assistant Assessor in each,

...

Marrow g* builiS2 10*283
■.2 20a2 02
Blue Bod.2 12*2 87
<'n«4lea.
Duty Sperm and If ax Rc.
Stearine 5c, Tallow 2$c
p !b.
Mould p lb. .13c§18i
Sperm .28 »fi30

RAILROADS.

is herrbv given that I have been appointT^TOTICE
Assessor of Taxes for the First

An additional duty qf
turt d 25, all other k inds] Furniture.92]® 2]
Hope.
th.
35 He ad raL
4
10 pe is levied on aU mer- Duty: 6c
Coach. 3
rhanUiie not imported di- First Sort, 1862.. .14 (g.16
6'sflc 10*8 best br’ds.OS (r» 75c hainar.
.2](tt 3
I roit.
do.
medium. 62 (rt.65
rect from tke place qf proWool*
common. 56 (« 58 />*if,v
do.
duction or growth.
Duty Piy and .Stamp i*rt,
(Costing 18c f> lb
Par not e rceeding $60 4>
half lb* best br’ds »16 ,« 7«
and under 5 pc, orer 18c
Awhe*.
ad
ml.
ton
raUu
mod.
do.
10
68
$17
pr«»0n
to
24e
good
pc
& ton,
p lb 3c, over 24c
Duty
do. common. .56 aft*
9c 4 > lb.
l*emrl p tb.
eceding 95>) 4» ton $18, !
less than 4 inch thick or
Natural Leaf, lbs $1 n, 1J Fierce.45 ®55c
pot.o m •
mofr than 7 inches wide,
Fancv, in Foil.1 lit 2 Lamb*.45 (gj68
Apple*.
rounds less than 4 inch
Tin.
Zinc*
Green P bbl.Slf® 2
or more than 4 inches in
Sliced p lb.5 <g <k
Duty Piy 15c, Plates 25 /Hity In block* or pigs
ad
ml.
diameter, and squares
Coren p lb.4 a 5
i>c
l]c, in sheets 2c p ib,
less than 4 inch or more
2 (g 8
manufactures of 30 pc
Ranca, cash.83c.5)
Gncoreil p tb.
than 4 inches square 820,
Straits, cash.34 S o.35J ad vat.
Bread.
Railroad $12 60, Iloiler
I’lates-Char.l .('.$11 ;ollt I'ijrs and «lal>*.5].® 5]
Duty: 20 pc.
aud Plate $25 $> ton,
IX. .13 (al3j Sheet Mus$]inanu..91(al0
do.
Pilot p 100 tbs .85 ® 6i
Sheet 2«t24c 44 lb and
Coke .9}tt 94 Shcathin?.90 (§
Ship.®4 44 $8a5
Wood.
4' ton.
3J
Exrhnnxr.
Crackers per bbl..
Hard, retail.SfW'fl) 7 London—60 d. 131 ®132
Crackers, p 100 36 &4‘Jc Common.3
o, 5
Refiued
y,/
Soft,
4j
Mutter.
I'ari*..f 4 35 *^4 31
*»-cdc.64(g06J
Duty 4c P lb
6>
Norway.%
Family P tb.J]
Store.14 -ft16 Cast Steel.18 a 19

Tea

OFFICIAL.

$20.

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purchased from the Hannibal k St. Joseph Railroad
THE
tract

of lard in Northern Missouri.
Company a large
the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming ami manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and farm*,
They are offered to subscribers in share* of #2*» each.
Maps, with full information, can be had by calling on

adjoining

EDWARD SHAW, Agrat,
108 Middle Street, Portland.

June 23.

dtf

Portland, June 36,1SS3.

daw

CONGRESS STREET SE Nil VARY,
FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

Miss E. L. Whittier,

Principal.

AUTUMN SESSION will commence Sept.
8th, aixl Continue 15 week*.
Prior to July 21*t, fall information can bo obtained
of the Principal, 349 Congreaa Street. Hour* from
After that time ad8 %o 1 o’clock, except Sat unlay a.

THFs

plication

mar

Port laud,

be made at 40 State Street.

June 23, 19*2.

2awl0w

